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Abstract
Presented thesis work is focused on musculoskeletal modeling, especially on muscle forces and mo-
ment arms calculation using the new method for muscle path determination. The main contribution
is the new torus-obstacle method development limiting the lacks of existing methods for muscle
trajectory calculation. The method is developed to model the correct muscle trajectory in any joint
configuration. It is based on obstacle-set method. However, the new torus obstacles are implemented
instead of standard obstacles such as spheres and cylinders to improve the original process of muscle
wrapping. This method also enables the automatic calculation of muscle lines attachments; posi-
tions, rotation and radius of torus obstacles originated from MRI and respecting the input number
of muscle lines. The torus-obstacle method also considers the muscle bulging up as well as changes
of muscle shapes influenced by surrounding muscles.
The case of this study is to create the simple shoulder model in MATLAB including the deltoid muscle
and using developed torus-obstacle method. Thanks that, the implementation, usage, advantages
and disadvantages of presented method are shown. The bones are modeled by rigid bodies connected
by real joints; the real muscle behavior is simulated by Hill-type model. For purpose of this work, the
scapula and the clavicle are fixed. The muscle complex is replaced by elastic frictionless muscle lines
of action generating the same force along the whole band and wrapping around the neighboring
structures replaced by torus obstacles. The humeral abduction and forward flexion till 90◦ are
simulated to validate the model and also the wrapping method. The paths of muscle lines, muscle
forces, actual lengths and the muscle moment arms are compared to the similar models published
in literature, to the electromyography measurement and to two shoulder models built in AnyBody
Modeling System.
The results show the successful validation of major actuators of abduction and forward flexion.
The new torus-obstacle method is suitable for all human body joints especially for complicated
joints as shoulder complex, for all muscles - thick, thin, shallow, long, short etc. Presented study
also introduces briefly the anatomy and physiology of the shoulder complex, offers the research
of existing shoulder models and methods for muscle path definition and describes the multibody
spatial dynamics in more details. In conclusion, developed torus-obstacle method designed for muscle
trajectory computation in musculoskeletal modeling seems to be useful tool.
Keywords: musculoskeletal modeling, shoulder complex, obstacle-set method, Hill-type model,
deltoid muscle, torus.
Abstrakt
Prˇedkla´dana´ pra´ce je zameˇrˇena na svaloveˇ-kostern´ı modelova´n´ı, prˇedevsˇ´ım pak na vy´pocˇet svalovy´ch
sil a ramen moment˚u prˇi libovolne´m pohybu s vyuzˇit´ım nove´ metody urcˇen´ı pr˚ubeˇh˚u sval˚u. Jej´ım
hlavn´ım prˇ´ınosem je vy´voj unika´tn´ı metody zalozˇene´ na svalove´m obep´ına´n´ı anuloid˚u, ktera´ vy´razneˇ
snizˇuje nedostatky jizˇ existuj´ıc´ıch metod pro urcˇen´ı svalovy´ch trajektori´ı. Metoda je vyvinuta pro
vy´pocˇet korektn´ıho tvaru svalu prˇi jake´koliv konfiguraci kloub˚u. Je zalozˇena na obecneˇ zna´me´ metodeˇ
svalove´ho obep´ına´n´ı se´rie prˇeka´zˇek tvorˇeny´ch tuhy´mi geometricky´mi tvary a nahrazuj´ıc´ıch okoln´ı
tka´neˇ, obecneˇ zna´ma´ jako metoda obstacle-set. Z d˚uvodu vylepsˇen´ı p˚uvodn´ı metody byly prˇeka´zˇky
tvaru koule cˇi va´lce nahrazeny anuloidy. Noveˇ vznikla´ metoda da´le umozˇnˇuje automaticky´ vy´pocˇet
umı´steˇn´ı svalovy´ch u´pon˚u; pozic, natocˇen´ı a polomeˇr˚u jednotlivy´ch anuloid˚u; na´r˚ust aktua´ln´ıho fy-
ziologicke´ho pr˚urˇezu svalu beˇhem kontrakce cˇi zmeˇny tvaru svalu s ohledem na soused´ıc´ı svalove´
skupiny. Vesˇkera´ geometrie metody je zalozˇena na MRI a pocˇtu uvazˇovany´ch svalovy´ch vla´ken.
Dı´lcˇ´ım c´ılem studie je vytvorˇit jednoduchy´ model ramene v programu MATLAB, ktery´ obsahuje
pouze dvojhlavy´ sval pazˇn´ı a je zalozˇen na noveˇ vyvinute´ metodeˇ obep´ına´n´ı anuloidu. Touto cestou je
prezentova´na implementace, pouzˇit´ı, vy´hody a nevy´hody te´to metody. Kosti modelu jsou nahrazeny
tuhy´mi teˇlesy spojeny´mi rea´lny´mi klouby; skutecˇne´ chova´n´ı sval˚u je simulova´no modelem Hillova
typu. Pro potrˇeby te´to pra´ce jsou pohyby lopatky a kl´ıcˇn´ı kosti zanedba´ny. Svalovy´ komplex je
prezentova´n elasticky´mi svalovy´mi vla´kny zanedbatelne´ho trˇen´ı generuj´ıc´ı stejnou s´ılu po cele´ sve´
de´lce a obep´ınaj´ıc´ı sousedn´ı struktury nahrazene´ anuloidy. Pro validaci modelu a metody obep´ına´n´ı
anuloidu je simulova´n pohyb pazˇn´ı kosti - abdukce a prˇedn´ı flexe do u´hlu 90◦. Trajektorie svalovy´ch
vla´ken, s´ıly ve svalech, aktua´ln´ı de´lka a momentova´ ramena sval˚u jsou pote´ porovna´na s vy´sledky
obdobny´ch model˚u prezentovany´ch v literaturˇe, s elektromyograficky´m meˇrˇen´ım a se dveˇma modely
ramene sestaveny´ch v programu AnyBody Modeling System.
Vy´sledky prokazuj´ı u´speˇsˇnou validaci hlavn´ıch akcˇn´ıch cˇlen˚u abdukce a prˇedn´ı flexe ramene. Nova´
metoda svalove´ho obep´ına´n´ı anuloid˚u je vhodnou metodou pro simulaci vsˇech kloub˚u lidske´ho teˇla
- prˇedevsˇ´ım pro komplikovane´ klouby jako je naprˇ. ramenn´ı komplex, cˇi pro vsˇechny typy sval˚u -
silny´, slaby´, plochy´, dlouhy´, kra´tky´, aj. Prezentovana´ studie take´ strucˇneˇ prˇedstavuje anatomii a
fyziologii ramenn´ıho komplexu, nab´ız´ı resˇersˇi existuj´ıc´ıch ramenn´ıch model˚u a metod pro vy´pocˇet
svalove´ trajektorie a do veˇtsˇ´ıch detail˚u popisuje dynamiku va´zany´ch mechanicky´ch syste´mu˚ v pros-
toru. Za´veˇrem lze rˇ´ıci, zˇe metoda svalove´ho obep´ına´n´ı anuloid˚u je uzˇitecˇny´m na´strojem prˇi svaloveˇ-
kostern´ım modelova´n´ı.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova: svaloveˇ-kostern´ı modelova´n´ı, ramenn´ı komplex, metoda obstacle-set, svalove´ obep´ına´n´ı,
model Hillova typu, dvojhlavy´ sval pazˇn´ı, anuloid.
Kurzfassung
Diese Arbeit bescha¨ftigt sich mit der muskuloskelettalen Modellierung besonders mit der Berechnung
der Muskelaktivita¨ten und Kraftarmen wa¨hrend der beliebigen Bewegung, wenn die Bestimmungs-
methode der Muskelverlafen benutzt ist. Ihr Hauptbeitrag ist die Entwicklung der unikal Methode,
die auf dem Muskelumwinden des Torus beruhend ist. Die pra¨sentierte Methode stammt aus einer
bekannten Methode, die allgemein als obstacle-set Methode bekannt ist. Bei dieser Methode sind
die benachbarten Strukturen durch die festen Ko¨rper ersetzen (wie z.B. durch eine Kugel, einen
Zylinder oder ein Ellipsoid). Danach umwinden die Muskelfasern diese Ko¨rper um die umliegenden
Gewebe zu vermeiden. Die neu entwickelte Methode des Musckelumwindenes ersetzt diese Ko¨rper
durch einen Torus. Sie ermo¨glicht auch die automatische Berechnung der Position der Muskelansa¨tze
und der Torus. Nicht in der letzten Reihe erhalt sie den Anstieg der vertikalen Querschnittsfla¨che
wa¨hrend der Muskelkontraktion und die A¨nderung der Muskelform im Hinblick auf die benachbarten
Muskeln. Die Geometrie der Methode stammt aus MRI und aus der Zahl der Muskelfasern.
Das Teilziel ist ein einfaches Schultermodel zu schaffen, das nur einen Muskel Deltoideus enthalt
und das auf der neuen Methode fu¨r Muskelumwinden beruhend ist. Auf diese Weise die Imple-
mentierung, die Benutzung, die Vorteilen und die Nachteilen der Methode pra¨sentieren sind. Die
Knochen sind durch die festen Ko¨rper im Model ersetzen; das Muskelverhalten ist mit dem Hill
Muskelmodel simuliert. Das Schlu¨sselbein und das Schulterblatt sind fixiert. Der Schulterkomplex
ist mit den elastischen Fasern pra¨sentiert; die keine Friktion haben, die die gleiche Muskelkraft auf
die ganzen La¨nge generieren und die Torus-hindernisse umwinden. Diese Methode und ebenso das
Schultermodel sind bei zwei Bewegungen validiert - mit der Abduktion und der Flexion bis 90◦.
Die Trajektorien der Muskelfasern, die Muskelkra¨fte und die Muskelkraftarmen sind danach mit der
Literatur, der EMG Messung und mit zwei Schultermodellen, die im AnyBody Modeling System
gebaut sind, verglicht.
Die Ergebnisse ergeben, dass die Validierung des Hauptaktionselements erfolgreich ist. Diese neue
Methode fu¨r Muskelumwinden ist geeignet fu¨r Gelenksimulation - vor allem fu¨r komplizierte Gelenke
wie z.B. Schulterkomplex. Diese Studie pra¨sentiert auch die Anatomie und die Physiologie des
Schulterkomplexes, bietet die Recherche der existieren a¨hnlichen Modellen und Methoden an und
beschreibt die Dynamik der gebunden festen Ko¨rper im 3D. Zum Schluss kann man sagen, dass
diese neue Methode fu¨r Muskelverlaufen Bestimmung ein nu¨tzliches Mittel im muskuloskelettalen
Modellierung ist.
Schlu¨sselworten: muskuloskelettale Modellierung, Schulterkomplex, Obstacle-set Methode, Mus-
kelumwinden, Hill Muskelmodel, Muskel Deltoideus, Torus.
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Chapter 1
Musculoskeletal Biomechanics,
Purpose and Overview of Thesis
1.1 Background
With increase of the standard of living and of the age of population, it is put the growing emphasis
on the topics of health and comfort such as medical care improvement, optimization of rehabilitation,
reliable prediction of some injury and diseases, useful prevention, workplace ergonomics, and many
others. To achieve the most accurate results in this areas and to speed up the progress, the new
innovative methods are used. However, the experimental methods such as electromyography are
very often invasive, painful, time-consuming, expensive, etc. In addition, they are usually space-
demanding, limited by ethics and law, depending on the high number of participants, etc.
Because of these disadvantages, the use of the biomechanical virtual human body models is becoming
increasingly popular. Computer modeling is a valuable tool that allows researchers to simulate all
inner and outer processes of the human body in any details. For example, it is possible to calculate
the muscle forces generated in the skeletal muscle during elbow flexion as well as to model the cal-
cium regulation of this muscle contraction. The biomechanical models are already indispensable
especially for description of complex structure such as shoulder joint or for complicated simulations.
For instance, to date, the computer models are still the only one means for the estimation of mus-
cle forces, certainly outside laboratory conditions [71]. Many models describing the human body
musculoskeletal system have been already developed - from simple two-dimensional (2D) to complex
three-dimensional (3D) models [31].
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1.2 Musculoskeletal Modeling
The musculoskeletal system of human body is very complex. From medical point of view it consists of
four main subsystems - central nervous system, muscles, skeletal system and proprioceptors (feedback
of central nervous system). The precise coordination of these helps to permit body movements while
also to keep the body center of gravity in balance.
In computer modeling, the human body is often represented by mechanical system. Central nervous
system is usually replaced by some optimization methods. Muscles are mostly represented by forces
and considered to be actuators without any mass properties. Bones are modeled by rigid bodies
connected by mechanical joints corresponding well with the real anatomy and physiology. The bone
geometry and positions of muscle attachments are commonly based on MRI (magnetic resonance
imaging) or on VHP (Visible Human Project) [38].
The musculoskeletal models help in clinical practices to prevent some problems, to improve the strat-
egy of rehabilitation, to diagnose orthopedic pathologies, etc. These are also used in sport to optimize
the sport performance; in research and education to describe the anatomy and physiology of human
musculoskeletal system in more details; in ergonomics to optimize the structure of working machines
and tools; and many others.
1.3 Importance of Correct Muscle Path Modeling
Musculoskeletal human body models are commonly used to calculate the forces transmitted by
muscles, ligaments and articular surfaces at the joints during movements [37, 56]. The results of
these studies are extremely sensitive to the muscle path definitions. For the given joint configuration,
the muscle paths determinate the lengths, muscle moment arms, forces as well as torques of muscles
at the given joint [37, 44].
Each musculoskeletal model is required to include some mathematical model for muscle path def-
inition. The representation of that determines muscle’s sites and trajectory between them. This
factor directly influences the direction of the force applied to the bone. Moreover, the muscle length
parameter influence the muscle’s force-length properties determining the force capacity of individual
muscle. In conclusion, the model of muscle path influence significantly the results of musculoskeletal
modeling studies [110].
Three distinctly different models are mainly used to represent the muscle path in the body - (1)
the straight-line model, (2) the centroid-line model (usually using the via-points) and (3) the obstacle-
set method. In the first method, the muscle lines are straight lines going between the attach-
ments [13, 22, 29]. This method is easy to implement, however, it has not meaningful results when
the muscles intersect the surrounding structures. In the second method, the muscle line goes along
the locus of cross-sectional centroid of given muscle [27, 84, 104]. This method produces a more
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realistic description of the muscle line shapes. Several approaches have been already developed to
approximate the centroid-line of muscle. The most common method is called via-point method.
The method introduces effective via points at specific locations along the centroid path. The mus-
cle path is then given by straight lines between these points, origins and insertions. Nevertheless,
the points are fixed to the bones even as the joint moves. This approach is reasonable for simple
revolute joints. But, it is not adequate for complex joints having more than one degree of freedom.
The third approach, the obstacle-set method, idealizes the muscle as a frictionless elastic bands
moving freely over neighboring anatomical constraints replaced by regular-shaped rigid bodies such
as spheres and ellipsoids [37]. The last method is very useful but it has still some limits such as
- each muscle lines requires many obstacles; the muscle lines behave independently of the other
muscles; the muscle lines slide over the obstacles too much; they fall down from the obstacles very
often; the positions of obstacles are not calculated automatically; the muscle bulging up is neglected;
the obstacle placement does not work for all arbitrary joint configurations; etc. Therefore, the new
torus-obstacle method was developed in this study to limit the lacks of existing methods of muscle
path definition.
1.4 Purpose of Thesis
Presented thesis is focused on musculoskeletal modeling, especially on muscle path definition. The
first task is to prepare review of existing methods for muscle trajectory determination.
The main aim is to develop the new torus-obstacle method to eliminate or at least limit the lacks of
existing approaches. This is the main contribution of this study. The method offers the automatic
calculation of position of muscle attachments, the locations and diameters of torus obstacles, both
based on MRI and on the number of muscle lines of action set by user. The method considers the
muscle bulging up and the muscle paths also respect the surrounding muscles. This method is useful
in general, for all arbitrary joint movements.
The next purpose of this work is to model the shoulder joint to show the usage of the new torus-
obstacle method, to verified and validate the results, to express its advantages and disadvantages.
In reality, the shoulder complex is the most complicated joint with the largest range of motion.
Therefore, right the torus-obstacle method is suitable to use for this muscle path modeling. At the
end of work, the method is validated using the MRI data, literature, EMG measurement, etc.
1.5 Overview of Thesis
The Part I is focused on the background of this work, introduces the musculoskeletal modeling in
general and highlights the importance of correct muscle path calculation. This section describes
content of each individual part of this study.
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The Part II also called State of the Art is focused on the anatomy and physiology of the shoulder
joint and deltoid muscle; on the existing shoulder models dividing into two main groups and on the
muscle wrapping methods defining the muscle trajectory. This part is divided into three chapters.
In Chapter 2, the anatomy and physiology of shoulder complex are described. The structure of
shoulder complex is briefly reported the shapes of bones, the all joints, their movements and range
of motion. Some medical problems and joint stability of such a complicated joint are also mentioned.
The deltoid muscle is depicted in more details its attachments, functions, individual parts as well
as pathological changes.
In Chapter 3, the short review of existing shoulder models is offered. Two main groups are considered
the mechanical and computer models. Their advantages as well as disadvantages are summarized.
In Chapter 4, the most used methods for muscle path calculation are introduced. Their principles,
advantages and disadvantages are stated. The new torus-obstacle method is originally based on the
obstacle-set method [37] and thus, this method is described in more details.
The Part III also called Methods describes the equations of multibody spatial dynamic; some
essential methods of biomechanical modeling of human body and the new torus-obstacle method.
This part if divided into three chapters as following described in more details.
In Chapter 6, the forward and inverse dynamics of multibody spatial movements are explained in
more details. The fundamental equations are obtained from literature [83]. The Principal of Virtual
Work as well as mass moment of inertia are also mentioned. The constrained dynamics considering
the spherical joint is explained.
In Chapter 7, some biomechanical methods for human body modeling used in this work are evaluated.
The redundant problem of biomechanics caused by higher number of unknown muscle forces than
the number of equations of motion is solved by constrained optimization technique. The next topic
of this chapter is the Hill-type muscle model. The simplified three elementary model is used to
simulate the real behavior of skeletal muscle. The k-means method is also represented. This method
is thereafter used to calculate the positions of muscle attachments and torus obstacles. The muscle
moment arms estimation is included. The clinically-useful definition is introduced.
In Chapter 8, the new torus-obstacle method is developed. Firstly, the assumptions and advantages
of this method are denoted. The method is described in few steps in all details. This chapter also
demonstrates how the torus obstacle parameters (such as position, rotation, radius) are calculated.
The method denotes also the process of muscle bulging up and the influence of muscle geometry on
the other surrounding muscles.
The Part IV also called Results contains the results of model of human deltoid muscle and shows
the validation tests of the shoulder model and that the new torus-obstacle method. This part is
divided in two chapters.
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In Chapter 9, the model of shoulder joint involving the deltoid muscle is depicted. The model
is defined in all details. The process of geometry reconstruction is demonstrated. The positions
of muscle attachments and torus obstacles are summarized in clear tables. The local and global
coordinate systems are introduced. The mass moment of inertia is also evaluated. The optimization
process with the used cost function are included. All parameters of muscle model are implemented.
The simulations of abduction and forward flexion are exposed. The figures of muscle lines in different
joint position are shown. The resulting muscle forces, actual muscle length and muscle moment arms
generated during both movements are represented. At the end of chapter, the motion capture data
and EMG processing are incorporated. In addition, the shoulder model built in AMS for model
validation is specified.
In Chapter 10, the results of validation are denoted.
The Part V also called Discussion and Conclusion represents the final study evaluation.
Part II
STATE OF THE ART
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Chapter 2
Anatomy and Physiology
of the Shoulder Complex
The human upper limb has wide range of motion. The main function of this complex system is
essentially holding and manipulation. The upper limb is attached to the trunk by the pectoral girdle
- the only point of articulation being at the sternoclavicular joint. Between the trunk and hand,
there are the series of highly mobile joints and the system of levers. The precise cooperation of this
structure allows the hand to be almost in any point in space. The most complicated system of upper
arm is sure the shoulder. Complex consists of three bones and three joints. The shoulder complex
is not easy defined because of complicated movements, anatomy and physiology [102].
2.1 Shoulder Complex
The shoulder complex consists of three bones - the clavicle, the scapula and the humerus, see Fig. 2.1.
The clavicle extends laterally and horizontally across the neck from manubrium to the acromion.
The shaft is sinuous, being convex forwards in its medial two-thirds and concave forward lateral to
this. The clavicle is unlike typical long bone. The scapula is a flat, triangular bone; overlaps in part
from the second to seventh ribs on the posterolateral thoracic aspect. The acromion belong to three
processes of scapula (spinous, acromial and coracoid). This process is situated forwards, almost at
the right angle, from the lateral end of the spine. This part includes the acromioclavicular facet and
principal areas of attachments of the coracoacromial ligaments and deltoid muscle [30]. The humerus
represents the longest and largest bone of the upper limb. Proximally and round humeral head form
with the scapular glenoid cavity an enarthrodial articulation. The distal end also called condylar is
adapted to the elbow joint of connection of forearm bones.
The connection of the upper limb bones is ensured by three joints - the sternoclavicular (SC),
the acromioclavicular (AC) and the glenohumeral (GH), see Fig. 2.1. The SC joint involves the
8
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sternal end of clavicle and the sternal clavicular notch, together with the adjacent superior surface
of the first costal cartilage, [102]. The one part is convex vertically and slightly concave anteropos-
teriorly; the next joint part is reciprocally curved. However, these two parts are not fully congruent.
The shape of the articular surface permits movement in approximately anterioposterior and vertical
planes and some rotation around the long clavicle axis till about 30◦ [55]. The AC joint is between the
clavicular acromial end and the medial acromial margin. This is approximately the plane connection;
but either surface is slightly convex, the other is reciprocally concave. The movements of AC joint
are almost the same as mentioned in SC joint. Therefore, the cooperation of these joints allows the
scapular rotation till 60◦. In the case, when the angle between the superior scapular border and the
clavicular shaft reaches the angle 90◦, the scapular rotation is further ensured by the SC joint. The
GH joint also called shoulder joints represents the connection between the shallow scapular glenoid
fossa and the roughly hemispherical humeral head. This joint is skeletally too weak. The joints sta-
bility depends for support of surrounding muscles more than on its shape. The humeral convexity
exceeds in area that of the glenoid concavity such that only very small area opposes the glenoid in
any position (about 1/3). Therefore, the good rotator muscles and GH ligaments are required for
shoulder stability. On the other hand, this limitation offers the very wide range of joint movements.
This spherical joint has three degrees of freedom - rotation around three orthogonal axes (flexion -
extension, abduction - adduction, circumduction, medial and lateral rotation). The GH abduction is
stated about 90◦ [55]. About 70◦ further abduction occurs at the contribution of SC and AC joints.
The full abduction is then about 160◦ and more. In the forward flexion, the humerus swings at right
angle to the scapular plane. Further, the scapular movements are needed. Thanks this cooperation,
the 180◦ of elevation becomes possible. The movements of shoulder joint are usually extended by
other special movements of scapula - (1) elevation and depression, when the scapula slides over
the thoracic cage up and down; (2) protraction, when the scapula goes forward round the thoracic
wall - this ability is used by pushing especially; (3) retraction, when the scapula goes backward and
(4) lateral rotation of scapula, that increases the range of humeral elevation by turning the glenoid
cavity to face almost directly up.
Because of shoulder complex complicatedness, its anatomy and physiology etc., this system is prone
to many injuries, diseases, pathological changes and other problems. The most frequently is the dis-
location, usually with the arm abduction. In the case of traumatic dislocation, the further complica-
tions are common such as stretching of GH ligaments [89], dysfunction of glenoid attachments [10],
detachments of the anterior and inferior glenoid labrum thereby creating the typical Blankart le-
sion [102] or the loss of the shoulder joint mobility compensated by increasing scapular movements,
and many others.
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2.2 Deltoid Muscle
The external contour of the shoulder is produced by the deltoid muscle, see Fig. 2.2. It belongs
to the skeletal muscles consisting of parallel bundles of long and multinucleate fibres, [102]. These
muscles are sometimes called voluntary muscles, because the movements in which they participate
are initiated mainly by central nervous system (CNS). Exactly, the CNS determinates which muscle
will contribute and which activity with to the given movement. There is a long list of decision
criteria such as the fatigue, health, the history of movement, the plans of motion, etc.
Figure 2.1: The bones and joints of shoul-
der complex (Muscle Premium - Visible
Body, Boston, 2014).
Figure 2.2: The deltoid muscle (Muscle
Premium - Visible Body, Boston, 2014).
The deltoid muscle is a thick triangular skeletal muscle. This muscle has three origins (1) the anterior
border and superior surface of the lateral third of the clavicle; (2) the lateral margin and superior
surface of the acromion and (3) the lower edge of the crest of the scapular spine [102]. As mentioned
in the same source, the fibers converge inferiorly to the deltoid tuberosity, on the lateral aspect of the
humeral midshaft. According to these three origins, the muscle is divided in three parts clavicular
(CL), acromial (AC) and scapular (SC), respectively, see Fig. 2.2.
These muscle parts can act independently as well as together. The CL muscle part in cooperation
with pectoralis major ensures the forward flexion of humerus and medial rotation. The SC part
assists to latissimus dorsi and teres major in backward flexion and lateral rotation. The AC muscle
part is the main humeral abductor.
The deltoid muscle has naturally some clinical complications. For example, the lesions affecting the
nerve cause atrophy of deltoid muscle, the acromion then appears to be more prominent, the distance
between the acromion and the humeral head is increased and it leads to the GH joint dislocation, [102]
Chapter 3
Shoulder Models
Historically, most models and simulations of human body were focused on the hip and the knee
joints. These joints had an interest of clinical and industrial researchers because of their common
replacements.
The upper extremity motions are more variable than the locomotive movements of the lower limb.
While two-dimensional analysis of gait can reasonably characterize leg kinematics, such a simplified
treatment of the shoulder joint is not adequate [77].
Existing models can be categorized into two groups in general: mechanical shoulder models and
computer numerical models. Mechanical shoulder models usually consist of stuffs representing bones
and muscles. The bones are mostly obtained from cadavers or replaced by wood or plastic stuff.
Muscles are usually represented by hemp threads. The computer technology allowed to develop
numerical models eliminating lacks of mechanical models.
Research activity involving numerical models of the shoulder is dramatically increasing. The main
aim is to better understand shoulder joint motions and pathologies. The number of publications
involving this type of modeling exponentially increases, see Fig. 3.1. Models are usually used for
ergonomics, clinical practice to develop therapeutic strategies, crash tests simulation, etc.
Figure 3.1: Number of publications focused on shoulder modeling, listed on PubMed (National
Center for Biotechnology Information, U.S. National Library of Medicine, USA).
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3.1 Mechanical Shoulder Models
The first famous mechanical shoulder models were developed at the end of the 19th century. In these
models, the muscles of shoulder specimens were replaced by hemp threads. Scapular movements were
usually not considered. The models were used to prescribe shoulder joint positions and to record
the resulting changes in length of individual muscles.
One of the most famous thread models is Fick’s model [34]. The scapular movements were not
considered. The main usage of this model was the prescription of shoulder joint positions and mus-
cle moment arms and torques calculation. Mollier’s shoulder model [67] belongs also to the thread
models. The muscles of an arm-thoracis specimen were connected to large lever arms. The scapulo-
thoracis joint was already considered. Shiino’s [86] and Strasser’s [90] models improved the Fick’s
model. Muscle power was calculated providing that the muscle tension decreases linearly with an in-
crease muscle length. Hvorslev’s model [51] constructed cadaveric shoulder specimens. The model
involved a frame consisting of the thorax, the spine and the pelvis. The scapula was rotated around
a metal rod attached to the rig cage of the cadaver. Direct measurements of arm position were
performed.
Later shoulder models modeled mechanism movable in two dimensions only. These studies described
merely the motions of the humerus with respect to a non-moving scapula. These models such as
DeLuca’s [25] and Poppen’s [76] model were too oversimplified. Therefore, they did not provide
a realistic results and they also did not describe shoulder activities in more details.
The real shoulder models are still constructed such as described in [33, 109], see Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3.
Models consist of cadaveric specimens or of epoxy mannequin. Muscles are usually represented by
wire cables or threads without muscle properties.
Figure 3.2: The Favre’s model, [33]. Figure 3.3: The Wuelker’s model, [109].
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In general, mechanical models have many lacks summarized follows:
• deterioration of soft tissues - the cadaveric tissues have to be kept in special chemicals and
temperature to prevent or minimize their deterioration. Even so, the postmortem tissues
change significantly their physical and chemical properties.
• time-consuming - preparation of experiment, measurements and subsequent data processing
take a lot of time. Moreover, some mistakes occurring during the modeling process could be
uncorrectable and thus, the model could be simply destroyed.
• spatial-consuming - the special laboratory and tools are necessary to construct the model.
In addition, the storeroom is suitable to save the model. Furthermore, these places demand
the special conditions for correct storage such as specific temperature, humidity, pressure, etc.
• stuff-consuming - an assembling of mechanical model requires some special stuffs such as
pathologist to remove bones from cadaver, anatomist to reconstruct the joint structure, tech-
nical expert to build the model, etc.
• not possible to repeat the measurements - it is not possible to repeat the measurement with
the same external conditions such as the pressure, the temperature, the size and the direction
of external loading, etc.
• not possible to scale - the results obtained from the experiment correspond to the properties of
measured object. It is not possible to change any anthropometrical parameters, to implement
any injuries or pathologies and the like.
• muscles without real properties - the muscles are usually substituted by wire cables, by threads
or by cadaveric muscle. Thus, it is not possible to create the muscle lines with the real muscle
properties such as length-tension relationship, force-velocity relationship, etc.
• ethical limitation - in many countries (such as Czech Republic), the agreement of ethical
commission is essential to use some cadaveric specimens.
• painful - some in vivo experiments are also perform to avoid inaccuracies of cadaveric modeling.
Such measurements are usually very uncomfortable and painful.
• financially-consuming - real models are often too expansive (to get cadavers or stuff to build
the model, to have an available space of the laboratory and the storeroom, to have some
financial reward for employees, etc.)
• difficult to transport - it is too complicated to transport the mechanical models because of
their weight, size and fragility.
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3.2 Computer Shoulder Models
At the second half of 20th century, IT development started the new stage of shoulder modeling.
Computer models were designed to calculate moment arms and the load distribution at the shoulder
joint, to prescribe the muscle activity and muscle forces. One of the first models was the Wood’s
shoulder model [107]. This model digitized the anatomy of shoulder and elbow muscles and calculated
trajectory data for each muscle.
Simulation performed by numerical models allow investigation of aspects that are otherwise difficult
or impossible to quantify such as overcoming technical limits (deterioration of tissues, adequate
placements of sensors), ethical limits (invasiveness and short supply of specimens).
Depending on the aspect of shoulder function, various modeling approach can be selected. Existing
computer models can be broadly categorized into two groups: rigid body models and deformable mo-
dels. The rigid body models can simulate kinematics and collisions between entities, musculoskeletal
actions and joint reaction forces to address issues in joint stability, etc. Deformable models account
stress-strain distributions in the component structures.
Rigid Shoulder Models
Rigid body models idealize the skeletal system by solid segments connected by kinematic constrains.
These models could be furthermore divided into two groups according to the model structure: (1)
without muscles and (2) considering muscles.
The first group of models neglects muscles and ligaments. Such models are used to estimate joint
moments during a specific motion, to describe the trajectories of components, to assess the range of
joint movements. The models may be used especially in optimization of rehabilitation, prevention
of joint injuries, specification of diagnosis and for ergonomics applications. The following literature
list summarizes some examples of scientific articles concerning this kind of shoulder complex: [8, 57,
65, 91, 113].
The models respecting the muscles are usually focused on muscle force estimation technique consisted
mainly of optimization methods. Such models are used to compute muscle forces and activity
distribution using inverse dynamics, to estimate joint reaction forces and moments, to prescribe
some muscle fatigue, etc. The muscle wrapping method is usually implemented to accurate the
results. Some of this kind of models are described in [18, 28, 38, 46, 50, 80, 97, 99, 114], see Fig. 3.4.
Finite-Element Shoulder Models
The finite element method is used to simulate the deformations of complex system that are otherwise
difficult to assess. This allows to model complex materials phenomena such as nonlinear elastic and
viscoelastic behavior or plastic deformations. The main limitations usually are boundary conditions
and material properties. Most models implement the idealized material properties [4, 98].
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Figure 3.4: Rigid shoulder models involving muscles; left: Helm’s [72], Garner’s [38] and Yu’s [114]
model.
These models are developed for instance to optimize the shape of implant component [17] or uncon-
ventional fixation type [69], to compare cemented and uncemented prosthesis fixation [40], to test
the influence of cement thickness [20, 49], see Fig. 3.5..
Figure 3.5: Finite-element models; left: Gupta’s [40] - principal normal stress distribution during
humeral abduction, Cauteau’s [20] - maximal stresses in the thick cement mantle with the central
load in glenohumeral joint, Murphy’s [69] - minimum stress in acromion implant for abduction.
Chapter 4
Muscle Wrapping Methods
Two absolutely different models have been already developed to represent the paths of muscles in
body: (1) the straight-line model and (2) the centroid-line model. The first model considered only
straight lines joining the muscle attachments. The second one represents the muscle path by a line
that passes through the locus of cross-sectional centroids of the muscle. Several approaches have been
used to approximate the centroid-line for all joint configurations such as via-point method, obstacle-
set algorithm or linked-plane obstacle-set method. The special group of muscle path representation
is the finite-element models [82], [22].
4.1 Straight-Line Method
In the straight-line model [13, 22, 29, 82], the muscle path is modeled by a straight line connecting
directly the muscle attachments. The muscle origin and insertion have the fixed positions located in
the local coordinate systems of bones. When the joint moves, the muscle attachments move as well
and cause the shortening or elongating of the muscle line. This model is very easy to implement.
However, it may not provide meaningful results. In fact, the muscles wrap usually around some
bones, muscles and other tissues. Thus, the muscle lines have absolutely wrong shape and length,
see Fig. 4.1. The straight-line algorithm could be applied to muscles that are short and straight. If
the muscle path becomes more complex, this method becomes unsuitable.
Figure 4.1: Straight-line method focused on muscle path estimation.
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4.2 Centroid-line model
4.2.1 Via-Points Method
The via-points method introduces effective attachment sites called via-points at specific position
along the centroid muscle line [27, 84, 104]. The muscle path is represented by series of straight-
line segments passing through the via-points. According to the real anatomy, the muscle shape is
also influenced by surrounding structure considered bones, joints, other muscles, organs, etc. The
via-points represent the position of these obstacles. When the straight-line of muscle may intersect
some obstacle, the via-point becomes active and deforms the muscle path. Otherwise, when the
straight-line of muscle is not close to the obstacle, the via-point becomes inactive and the muscle is
represented by only one straight line. The via-points method is also very easy to apply. Nevertheless,
it has a lot of limitations such as unrealistic muscle shape, see Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Via-points method focused on muscle path estimation. Left: via-points situated along
the centroid muscle line; right: the straight-lines between via-points.
4.2.2 Obstacle-Set Method
The obstacle-set method was developed by Garner and Pandy [36, 37], based on the study of van
der Helm [97]. This method simulates the muscle paths wrapping around some simplified obstacles,
see Fig 4.4.
The method is based on three assumptions: (1) the muscle force acts along the locus; (2) the muscle
can be idealized as a frictionless elastic band that moves freely over neighboring anatomical struc-
tures; (3) the surrounding anatomical structures constraining the muscle path can be represented by
regular shape such as spheres, cylinders, ellipsoids and their combination modeled by rigid bodies.
The skeleton is modeled as a set of rigid bodies (bones) connected by joints. For a given configu-
ration of joints, the following parameters are fully described and considered inputs: (1) the relative
position and orientation of each bone; (2) muscle origin and insertion; (3) position, orientation, and
geometrical parameters of obstacles such as center and radius. The obstacle-set algorithm can be
described in following steps, see Fig. 4.3:
• To decide if the obstacle is active or not. The wrapping condition changes depending on actual
joint configuration, because the muscle attachments are fixed to the bones and the obstacle
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via-points are fixed to the obstacles. Mathematically, this condition is defined in terms of
the angle formed by the muscle path as it wraps over the obstacle. The wrapping angle is
formed by three points: the obstacle via-point T, the center of obstacle, the via-point S, see
Fig. 4.3. If the wrapping angle is greater or equal to 180◦, the wrapping should not occur.
• To find the via-points, Q and T, associated with the obstacle. The obstacle via-points are
located on the surface of the obstacle and in the plain defined by muscle attachments, P and
S, and the center of obtacle. To ensure the minimum muscle path, the straight line segment
that joins the obstacle via-points to their neighboring muscle attachments, P or S, has to
be tangent to the obstacle surface. Nevertheless, there are two solutions corresponding to
two possible directions which path can be taken around the obstacle: right-handed and left-
handed sense. This problem is solved by giving the signed value to the radius of obstacle.
In this way, positive and negative values for radius would correspond to right-handed and
left-handed wrapping, respectively.
• To calculate the minimum length of muscle between obstacle via-points, Q and T. The curved
line is based on geometry of respective obstacle.
• To calculate the length of whole muscle path from origin to insertion. The final muscle path is
defined by series of straight-line ST, curved-line TQ, and straight-line QP, segments connected
by via-points. The length of straight-line segments PQ and TS, may be computed simply as
a distance between the respective points. The arc length QT, is found using the geometrical
rules of respective obstacle (e.g. for single sphere - law of cosines).
Figure 4.3: Obstacle-set method for
muscle path calculation (fixed muscle at-
tachments: S, P and obstacle via-points:
T,Q), [37].
Figure 4.4: Obstacle-set method used to
represent the path of deltoid and trapezius
muscles, [37].
The obstacle-set method also has some limitations in simulation of broad muscle or complicated
joint configuration such as: (1) each muscle line requires usually more than three obstacles. And
thus, the algorithm is time consuming. (2) Each muscle path stays in its own surfaces and behaves
independently. In real anatomy, muscle fibers of one muscle act interactively. (3) Some muscle lines
slip off the obstacle very often, when the joint is moved. (4) The obstacle-set placement does not
work for all arbitrary joint configurations.
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4.2.3 Linked-Plane Obstacle-Set Method
The linked-plane obstacle-set method is developed by Bo Xu [12]. It is based on obstacle-set method
mentioned in the previous section. In addition, each muscle band is defined to lie in its own muscle
path plane, see Fig. 4.5 and 4.6. The broad muscles are represented by a number of muscle bands
consisting of a straight-line, a curved-line and another straight-line. The curved-line wraps around
the sphere and simultaneously lies in the muscle path plane. The position and orientation of this
plane depends on the current joint configuration and on the other planes of the muscle bands.
This algorithm of muscle wrapping implements the interconnectivity between muscle band and avoids
the slipping problem that occurs in the obstacle-set method. Nevertheless, the linked-plane obstacle-
set algorithm has a number of limits such as: (1) the positions of muscle attachments are oversim-
plified. The real contact area is not taken into account and the points are considered in one line. (2)
The distribution of muscle bands is not defined in whole 3D muscle shape. Only the middle surface
is used. And thus, it is not possible to simulate the changes in muscle volume during contractions.
(3) The muscle shapes is still not satisfying - especially in the extreme positions of shoulder joint. (4)
The obstacles and via-points are defined only for some constrained movements - shoulder abduction
up to 90◦.
Figure 4.5: The linked-plane obstacle-set
algorithm, [12].
Figure 4.6: Lateral view of the deltoid
muscle, [12].
4.3 Finite Element Method
The finite element algorithm was developed by Blemker et al. [11, 58]. The method is based on
MR images of each individual muscle. The finite element mesh of whole muscle is constructed to
define geometrical parameters of each muscle band. A template mesh that is in the shape of a
cube is created, see Fig. 4.7. The template mesh undergoes a mapping process predefined by some
conditions to create a target mesh. The final mesh represents already the geometry of one unit of
the specific muscle band. The nodes of mesh represent the via-points of muscle bands connected by
straight-lines. This model can represent muscles with complex. In cooperation with mechanics of
muscle tissue, connectivity between muscle band and surface contact with surrounding anatomical
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structure, the simulation using this model show really realistic results. It is possible to generate
simulation at any arbitrary joint configuration. Nevertheless, the model has also some limits such
as: (1) too many input parameters; (2) numerous path of the muscle band; both disadvantages
considerably increasing the computation time (almost 10 hours for a single muscle).
Figure 4.7: Process of finite-element method used for gluteus maximus muscle, [11].
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Chapter 5
Multibody Spatial Dynamics
In the spatial analysis, the unconstrained motion of a rigid body is defined by six coordinates -
three coordinates defining the position of the reference point of the rigid body and three coordinates
defining its orientation. Unlike the 2D motion, the rotation in the 3D analysis is not commutative
and the sequence of rotation performing has to be taken into account. In addition, the angular
velocities are not the time derivatives of a set of orientation coordinates. The angular velocities are
expressed in terms of a selected set of orientation coordinates and their time derivatives. Several
methods how to describe the orientation of the rigid body has been already published [15, 83, 100].
In this chapter, the methods describing equations of motion in 3D are presented. The configuration
of rigid body is described by a set of generalized coordinates defining the global position vector and
orientation. In general, these coordinates are independent. The relationships between the angular
velocity and the time derivatives of the generalized coordinates are estimated to define the absolute
velocity and acceleration vectors of an arbitrary rigid body point. This kinematics is used to develop
the dynamic equations of motion. In the 3D, the equations are much more complex in comparison
with 2D movement. Thus, the definition of derivation of the dynamic equations of motion as well
as the mass matrix of spatial system are simplified - the reference point is selected to be the body
center of mass, as defined in literature [83]. This case leads to the formulation of the Newton-Euler
equations. Therefore, there is no inertia coupling between the translation and rotation of the rigid
body.
5.1 Forward Dynamics
In the dynamics of mechanical systems, there are two different types of analysis - forward and inverse
dynamics. In the forward dynamics, the all forces producing the motion are known and the aim is
to calculate the position, velocities and acceleration. The accelerations are determined by the laws
of motion. The integrated accelerations are then used to calculate the velocities and positions. In
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most cases, the solution is difficult to obtain and thus, the numerical integration methods are usually
used.
5.1.1 General Displacement and Finite Rotations
In the spatial analysis, the unconstrained motion of the rigid body is described by six independent
coordinates - three for translation, three for rotation. The translation motion of whole rigid body is
defined by the displacement of one selected point, so called reference point, fixed to the rigid body.
In the case of pure translational movement, the orientation of the body does not change. Thus, all
points of the rigid body have the same velocity. Otherwise, the kinematics of the rigid body is fully
described within the sum of translation motions of the referent point and relative rotations around
this particular point. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the global position vector of an arbitrary point of rigid
body can be written as
ri = Ri + Aiu¯i, (5.1)
where ri is the position vector of arbitrary point respecting the global coordinate system XY Z,
Ri is the global position vector of the origin of the local body reference frame XiY iZi, Ai is
the transformation matrix from the local coordinate system to the global coordinate system, u¯i
is the position vector of the arbitrary body point respecting the local coordinate system and i =
1, 2, . . . , nb, where nb is a number of rigid bodies linked in kinematic chain or tree structure. The
Ai matrix is a 3× 3 matrix. The vectors ri, Ri and u¯i are three-dimensional defined as
ri =
[
rix r
i
y r
i
z
]T
, (5.2)
Ri =
[
Rix R
i
y R
i
z
]T
, (5.3)
u¯i =
[
u¯ix u¯
i
y u¯
i
z
]T
=
[
xi yi zi
]T
. (5.4)
Figure 5.1: General coordinates of rigid
body situated in 3D.
Figure 5.2: Euler angles.
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The three-dimensional rotation of multibody system is very often described by independent Euler
angles; φi, θi and ψi, see Fig. 5.2. The angles represent three successive rotations about three axes.
Thanks that, the coordinate system can reach any orientation. Considering the global coordinate
system XY Z and the local system XiY iY i, the sequence of rotation starts by rotation the system
XiY iY i an angle φi about the Z axis. In this case, the transformation (rotation) matrix is given by
Ai1 =

cosφi −sinφi 0
sinφi cosφi 0
0 0 1
 . (5.5)
Then the system XiY iY i is rotated an angle θi about the X ′ axis. In this case, the transformation
matrix is given by
Ai2 =

1 0 0
0 cosθi −sinθi
0 sinθi cosθi
 . (5.6)
Finally, the system XiY iY i is rotated an angle ψi about the Z ′′ axis. In this case, the transformation
matrix is given by
Ai3 =

cosψi −sinψi 0
sinψi cosψi 0
0 0 1
 . (5.7)
The final orientation of the system XiY iY i is defined in the global system XY Z by the matrix Ai
given by follows
Ai = Ai1A
i
2A
i
3, (5.8)
Ai =

cosψicosφi − cosθisinφisinψi −sinψicosφi − cosθisinφicosψi sinθisinφi
cosψisinφi + cosθicosφisinψi −sinψisinφi + cosθicosφicosψi −sinθicosφi
sinθisinψi sinθicosψi cosθi
 . (5.9)
5.1.2 Velocity and acceleration
The absolute velocity of an arbitrary point on the rigid body is obtained by differentiating the
general displacement vector defined by Eq. 5.1 with respect to time. The velocity is then given by
r˙i = R˙
i
+ A˙
i
u¯i. (5.10)
Using the orthogonality of the transformation matrix, the time derivatives is given by
A˙
i
= ω˜iAi, (5.11)
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where ω˜i is a skew symmetric matrix that can be written as
ω˜i =

0 −ωi3 ωi2
ωi3 0 −ωi1
−ωi2 ωi1 0
 . (5.12)
The ωi1, ω
i
2, ω
i
3 are called the components of the angular velocity vector ω
i, that is
ωi =
[
ωi1 ω
i
2 ω
i
3
]T
. (5.13)
Substituting this relationships into Eq. 5.10 yields
r˙i = R˙
i
+ ω˜iAiu¯i or r˙i = R˙
i
+ ω˜iui or r˙i = R˙
i
+ ωi × ui, (5.14)
where
ui = Aiu¯i, (5.15)
is the position vector u¯i represented in global coordinate system. The equation of the absolute
acceleration can be obtained by differentiating the Eq. 5.10 with respect to time. The acceleration
is then given by
r¨i = R¨
i
+ A¨
i
u¯i. (5.16)
were A¨
i
is in following form
A¨
i
= ˙˜ωiAi + ω˜iA˙
i
. (5.17)
The angular velocity, ωi, defined in the global coordinate system can be also expressed in terms of
Euler angles and their time derivative as
ωi = Giθ˙
i
, (5.18)
where θi is the set of Euler angles defined as
θi =
[
φi θi ψi
]T
, (5.19)
and the matrix Gi is defined as
Gi =

0 cosφi sinθisinφi
0 sinφi −sinθicosφi
1 0 cosθi
 . (5.20)
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The columns of the matrix Gi represent unit vectors along axes about which the Euler angles
rotations are performed. These vectors are defined in the fixed coordinate system. Using already
mentioned equations, the absolute velocity of an arbitrary point of the body can be expressed in
terms of Euler angles as
r˙i = R˙
i − u˜iGiθ˙i, (5.21)
where u˜i is the skew symmetric matrix defined as
u˜i =

0 −uiz uiy
uiz 0 −uix
−uiy uix 0
 . (5.22)
The absolute velocity can bee also expressed using matric partitioning as
r˙i =
[
I −u˜iGi
] [ R˙i
θ˙
i
]
or r˙i =
[
I −Ai ˜¯uiG¯i
] [ R˙i
θ˙
i
]
. (5.23)
The matrix G¯
i
is the matrix Gi defined in local coordinate system and is defined by
G¯
i
= Ai
T
Gi or G¯
i
=

sinθisinψi cosψi 0
sinθicosψi −sinψi 0
cosθi 0 1
 . (5.24)
5.1.3 Generalized Inertia Forces - The Principle of Virtual Work
There are several methods how to construct the dynamic equations of motion for rigid body moving
in 3D space. In this study, the principle of virtual work in dynamics is used to find the differential
equations describing the body motion. Based on Eq. 5.23, the virtual change of the body position
of the arbitrary body point is given by
δri =
[
I −Ai ˜¯uiG¯i
] [ δRi
δθi
]
. (5.25)
The virtual work, δW ii , of the inertia forces of the rigid body is given by
δWii =
∫
V i
ρir¨i
T
δri dV i, (5.26)
where ρi is the mass density and V i is the volume of the rigid body. This can be also written as
δWii =
[
q¨i
T
Mi −QiTν
]
δqi, (5.27)
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where Qiν is a vector of inertia forces that absorbs terms that are quadratic in the velocities, defined
later in Eq. 5.37 and the vector of generalized coordinates of the body are defined as
qi =
[
Ri
T
θi
T
]T
. (5.28)
Mi is the symmetric mass matrix defined by the form
Mi =
[
miRR m
i
Rθ
miθR m
i
θθ
]
. (5.29)
where
miRR = m
iI, or miθθ = G¯
iT
I¯
i
θθG¯
i
. (5.30)
I˜
i
θθ is a 3×3 symmetric matrix called the inertia tensor of the rigid body (described in Chapter 5.1.4
in more details) given by
I¯
i
θθ =

ixx ixy ixz
iyy iyz
symm izz
 . (5.31)
where ixx, iyy, izz are the moments of inertia and ixy, ixz, iyz are the products of inertia. The mass
matrix is very often simplified. The reference point of the local coordinate system of the rigid body
is suitable to situate in the body mass center (called centroidal body coordinate system). In this
case, the mass matrix becomes more simple
miRθ = m
iT
θR = 0. (5.32)
5.1.4 Mass Moment of Inertia
The upper arm, involved in presented model, is considered to be composed of skin, soft tissue
(muscles, tendons, veins, etc.) and bone. Moreover, the bony section contains a canal at the center.
The simplified structure of the upper arm is shown in Fig. 5.3. All tissues are approximated by
cylindrical bodies with ellipsoidal cross sections areas. The mass moments of inertia for the upper
arm complex are then estimated using a superposition technique given by following forms, published
in [78]
Ixx(skin) =
piρs
12
[
(asbsls)
(
3b2s + l
2
s
)− (astbstlst) (3b2st + l2st)] ,
Iyy(skin) =
piρs
12
[
(asbsls)
(
3a2s + l
2
s
)− (astbstlst) (3a2st + l2st)] ,
Izz(skin) =
piρs
4
[
(asbsls)
(
a2s + b
2
s
)− (astbstlst) (a2st + b2st)] ,
(5.33)
Ixx(soft tissue) =
piρst
12
[
(astbstlst)
(
3b2st + l
2
st
)− (abbblb) (3b2b + l2b)] ,
Iyy(soft tissue) =
piρst
12
[
(astbstlst)
(
3a2st + l
2
st
)− (abbblb) (3a2b + l2b)] ,
Izz(soft tissue) =
piρst
4
[
(astbstlst)
(
a2st + b
2
st
)− (abbblb) (a2b + b2b)] ,
(5.34)
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Ixx(bone) =
piρb
12
[
(abbblb)
(
3b2b + l
2
b
)− (acbclc) (3b2c + l2c)] ,
Iyy(bone) =
piρb
12
[
(abbblb)
(
3a2b + l
2
b
)− (acbclc) (3a2c + l2c)] ,
Izz(bone) =
piρb
4
[
(abbblb)
(
a2b + b
2
b
)− (acbclc) (a2c + b2c)] ,
(5.35)
where a, b and l are the half width, depth and length of the cylinders, respectively; ρ is the mass
density; s, st, b and c denote the skin tissue, soft tissue, bone and canal, respectively.
The final mass moment inertia of the whole upper arm complex is the sum of skin, soft tissue and
bone as (sum of Eq. 5.33, 5.34 and 5.35)
Ixx(upper arm) = Ixx(skin) + Ixx(soft tissue) + Ixx(bone),
Iyy(upper arm) = Iyy(skin) + Iyy(soft tissue) + Iyy(bone),
Izz(upper arm) = Izz(skin) + Izz(soft tissue) + Izz(bone).
(5.36)
Figure 5.3: The upper arm segment is approximated by cylinders with ellipsoidal cross sectional
areas. The segment consists of skin, soft tissue, bone and canal.
5.1.5 Centrifugal and Generalized Applied Forces
The centrifugal forces can be written as
Qiν =
[
(Qiν)R
(Qiν)θ
]
=
 0
−G¯iT [ωi × I¯iθθωi + I¯iθθ
˙
G¯
iT
θ˙
i
]
 . (5.37)
In the case of centroidal coordinate system, there is no inertia coupling between the translation and
the rotation of the rigid body. Therefore, in this special case, the element (Qiν)R is equal to zero.
The examples of generalized applied forces are the gravity, motor torque, muscle forces, etc. The forces
can be again defined by the principle of virtual work. The force vector, Fi acting at a point, P i, on
the rigid body defined in the global coordinates can be written as
δWie = F
iT δriP . (5.38)
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Using the previous equations, this relationship can be transform to
δWie = F
iT
R δR
i + Fi
T
θ δθ
i. (5.39)
In the situation, when the set of forces, Fi1,F
i
2, . . . ,F
i
n, acts at the body points with the position
vectors, ri1, r
i
2, . . . , r
i
n, and a set of moments, M
i
1,M
i
2, . . . ,M
i
n, respectively, the virtual work can be
written as
δWie = F
iT
1 δr
i
1 + F
iT
2 δr
i
2 + · · ·+ Fi
T
nF δr
i
n +
(
Mi1 + M
i
2 + · · ·+ MinM
)T
Giδθi. (5.40)
This equation can be also written as
δWIe =
(
Qie
)T
R
δRi +
(
Qie
)T
θ
δθi, (5.41)
where (Qie)R and (Q
i
e)θ are the vectors of generalized forces associated with the generalized trans-
lation and rotation coordinates. These vector are given by
(
Qie
)
R
= Fi1 + F
i
2 + · · ·+ FinF =
nF∑
k=1
Fik, (5.42)
(
Qie
)
θ
=Gi
T [
Mi1 + M
i
2 + · · ·+ MinM + ui1 × Fi1 + ui2 × Fi2 + · · ·+ uin × Fin
]
= Gi
T
[
nM∑
l=1
Mil +
nF∑
r=1
(uir × Fir)
]
,
(5.43)
where nF is a number of acting forces and nM is the number of acting moments.
5.1.6 Equations of Motion
Unconstrained Dynamics
Dynamic equations of motion are developed using the principle of virtual work. The virtual work of
the inertia forces, δWii, is given by Eq. 5.27. The virtual work of the applied forces, δW
i
i, is given
by Eq. 5.41. For the unconstrained motion, these virtual works are equal. Therefore, this leads to
following relationship
Miq¨i = Qie + Q
i
ν . (5.44)
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This expression can be also written in the matrix form as[
miRR m
i
Rθ
miθR m
i
θθ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mi
[
R¨
i
θ¨
i
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
q¨i
=
[
(Qie)R
(Qie)θ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qie
+
[
(Qiν)R
(Qiν)θ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qiν
. (5.45)
Constrained Dynamics
There are several approaches how to formulate the dynamics equations of motion of constrained
multibody systems. In this study, the so called augmented formulation is used [83]. The dy-
namics equations are formulated in terms of a set of dependent and also independent coordinates.
The constrictions are added by joints decreasing the number of degrees of freedom. The kinematic
relationships describing mechanical joints and specified motion trajectories are implemented to the
system of differential equations using the technique of Lagrange multipliers. This approach leads to
a large system of equations that can be solved by numerical computer methods.
In general, the multibody system involves nb connected bodies. The body configuration is described
by the absolute Cartesian coordinates, Ri, and the orientation coordinates, θi. The final vector of
the generalized coordinates is then
qi =
[
Ri
T
θi
T
]T
. (5.46)
The kinematic relationships describing the constraints can be written as follows
C (q, t) = 0. (5.47)
The velocity equations can be computed by differentiating Eq. 5.47 as
Cqq˙ = −Ct, (5.48)
were Cq is the constraint Jacobian matrix and Ct is the vector of partial derivatives of the constraint
equations with respect to the time given by follows
Ct =
∂C
∂t
. (5.49)
The acceleration equations can be obtained by differentiating the Eq. 5.48 with respect to time as
Cqq¨ = Qd, (5.50)
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where Qd is a vector that absorbs terms that are quadratic in the velocities and it is defined as
Qd =
− n∑
α=1
n∑
j=1
Cjα1 q˙
jq˙α −
n∑
α=1
n∑
j=1
Cjα2 q˙
j . . . −
n∑
α=1
n∑
j=1
Cjαr q˙
j
T . (5.51)
The derivatives of constraint equation with respect to particulat generalized coordinteas are given
by
Cjαi =
∂2Ci
∂qj∂qα
. (5.52)
To add the kinematic constraint equations to the differential equations of motion, the technique of
Lagrange multipliers is used. The final equations can be written in matrix form as
Miq¨i −CTqiλ = Qie + Qiν , (5.53)
that can be also written in matrix form[
M CTq
Cq 0
][
q¨
−λ
]
=
[
Qe + Qν
Qd
]
(5.54)
When the mathematical model is formulated, the main problem is to select the suitable solution
method. The special transformation method published in [41] is used in this study. The index of the
differential algebraic equation is transformed into the underlying ordinary differential equation using
the elimination of Lagrange multipliers. The goal is to avoid the computation of the multipliers.
Thus, the acceleration is expressed from the first Eq. 5.54 as
q¨ = M−1
(
Qe + Qν + C
T
q λ
)
. (5.55)
Substituting this form into the second Eq. 5.54, the following relationship can get
CqM
−1 (Qe + Qν + CTqλ) = Qd. (5.56)
After some processing, the expression of Lagrange multipliers can be given by
λ =
(
CTqM
−1CTq
)−1 [
Qd −CqM−1 (Qe + Qν)
]
. (5.57)
Finally, the vector of Lagrange multipliers can be eliminated and the acceleration can be written as
q¨ = M−1
[
Qe + Qν + C
T
q
(
CqM
−1CTq
)−1 (
Qd −CqM−1 (Qe + Qν)
)]
. (5.58)
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The equation can be solved by the standard numerical integration methods. However, it can be
numerically unstable especially for the case of higher number of connected bodies. Some methods
for the numerical integration of ordinary differential equations are reviewed e.g. in [9, 35].
Spherical Joint
In the dynamical system, the kinematic constrains are divided into two groups: joint and driving
constrains. Driving constraints describe the specified motion trajectories. Joint constraints define
the connection between the system bodies. The joints eliminate the degrees of freedom. The spherical
joint shown in Fig. 5.4 eliminates the freedom of relative translations. It allows only three degrees
of freedom for relative rotations. The kinematic constraints of the spherical joint can be written as
C
(
qi,qj
)
= Ri + Aiu¯iP −Rj −Aju¯jP = 0, (5.59)
where i and j are two bodies connected by spherical joint, Ri and Rj are the global position vectors of
the origins of the local coordinate systems of the bodies, Ai and Aj are the transformation matrices
of these bodies, u¯iP and u¯
j
P are the local position vectors of the joint points and P is the point of
joint.
Figure 5.4: The spherical joint.
In the case of spherical joint, the Jacobian matrix can be expressed as
Cq =
[
Ciq,C
j
q
]
=
[
I,Ai ˜¯u
iT
P G¯
i
,−I,−Ai ˜¯uiTP G¯i
]
. (5.60)
5.2 Inverse Dynamics
In the inverse dynamics, the trajectories of given movement are known and the aim is to calculate
the forces producing the desired motion. The process of solving this kind of analysis is to define
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a kinematically driven system by introducing set of driving constraints of given motion. Thus,
the position, velocities and accelerations are determined using the standard kinematic analysis.
The coordinates, velocities and accelerations are known and therefore, the system can be solved as a
set of algebraic equations to compute the driving forces required to generate the prescribed motion.
Hence, it is expected that when these forces are again used to drive the system, the given motion
trajectories are obtained.
The unknown force vector is given by Eq. 5.54 as
Qe = Mq¨−CTqλ−Qν , (5.61)
where all parameters are known for prescribed motion. Moreover, from the Eq. 5.43 is clear that
(Qe)θ = G
T
[
nF∑
r=1
(ur × Fr)
]
. (5.62)
Considering the vector of gravity, the final equation is written as
nF∑
r=1
(ur × Fr) =
(
GT
)−1
(Qe)θ − ug × Fg, (5.63)
where Fg is the vector of gravitation force, ug is its moment arm and Fr are the unknown external
forces. To get the unequivocal solution, the next conditions have to be added. Thus, the unknown
forces are computed in the known direction, nk = (nxr, nyr, nzr). In presented study, this direction
is given by muscle trajectories. The vector size is given by following form
‖nr‖ =
√
n2xr + n
2
yr + n
2
zr (5.64)
The unit vector is then given by
enr =
nxr
‖nr‖ i +
nyr
‖nr‖ j
nzr
‖nr‖k, (5.65)
where i, j,k are the unit vectors in the direction of the x, y, z axes of a three dimensional Cartesian
coordinate system.
And thus, the unknown force vector can be then written as
Fr = ‖Fr‖enr. (5.66)
To get the final expression of the unknown external forces, the substitution of Eq. 5.66 into the Eq. 5.63
is used.
Chapter 6
Biomechanical Modeling of Human
Body
6.1 Inverse Dynamic Analysis
Underdetermined Biomechanical System
In the chapter 5, it has been demonstrated how the equations of motion of rigid body in 3D can
be applied. The inverse dynamic analysis was also introduced to find the system of equations
describing the external muscle forces ensuring the considered movement. However, to calculate
the muscle forces, the underdetermined mechanical system with redundant nature is solved. So
there are more unknowns to calculate than available equations of motion. In this chapter, the mean
aim is to solve the underdetermined biomechanical system and to find the muscle forces. Afterwards,
the redundant problem in biomechanics is identified. The muscles are associated with muscle model
simulated the muscle activation-contraction dynamics. Namely, the Hill-type muscle model is used.
The underdetermined system is solved by optimization method. This process and used tools are also
presented.
6.1.1 The Redundant Problem in Biomechanics
In the complex of human body, almost every joint is crossed by several muscles or muscle groups.
From the physiological point of view, more muscles cooperate in the joint position or motion than
it is necessary. Moreover, different muscle activation patterns can generate the same body posture
or movement. The selection of muscle and their activity is ensured by central nervous system. Its
decision-making criterions are fatigue, the set of tasks being already performed and the objectives
to be achieved. The redundant problem in biomechanics, historically termed in [112], is the problem
of underdetermined system. This problem is solved by optimization techniques that find, from
the infinite set of solutions, the optimal one.
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6.1.2 Optimization
The inverse dynamics problem with the muscle actuators is underdetermined system. It presents an
infinite set of solutions. In real physiology, the central nervous system effectively adopts only one
of them. From mathematical point of view, there are several methods how to find right this one.
The first technique is to reduce the number of unknowns until the number of available equations.
The second one is to increase the number of equations until the number of unknowns. However,
these approaches lose important information regarding the unknowns that were grouped or removed.
Moreover, it is very difficult to find the additional equations [92]. The third approach is to find
the one solution from all possible that minimizes the given objective (also called cost) function.
This function is usually subjected to a number of restrictions and constrictions. In this study,
the optimal distribution of muscle forces during some body movements and position is computed
using the constrained optimization method. The used technique is explained in [6, 53, 88] in more
details.
General Optimization Problem
The general optimization problem can be expressed as
Control variables : x (xi) i = 1, 2, . . . , nF
Minimize : F (x)
Subject to : fk (x) = 0 k = 1, 2, . . . , ncc
fl (x) ≥ 0 l = 1, 2, . . . , nic
xloweri ≤ xi ≤ xupperi
(6.1)
where x is the vector of control unknowns variables, F(x) is the objective function to be minimized,
Fk(x) are the equality constraints (total number nce), Fl(x) are the inequality constraints (total
number nie), x
lower
i and x
upper
i are the side constraints. In the optimization, the total number of
constraint equations is essentially smaller than the number of control variables (i.e. nF > ncc and
nF > nie). The equality constraints represent the underdetermined system of equations and vector
x represents the unknown muscle forces.
If the objective function and the constraint function depend linearly on the control variables, the op-
timization problem is linear. Otherwise, the problem is non-linear. To purpose of musculoskeletal
modeling, the linear problem is considered to be inadequate in the estimation of the force shar-
ing problem - not predicting the co-activation of agonists and antagonists [92]. For this reason,
the redundant problem in biomechanics is formulated as constrained non-linear.
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Cost-Function and Constrained Optimization
The minimization of the objective function replaces the physiological criteria adopted by the central
nervous system - which muscle and which activation will be used to produce the given movements
or to keep the body posture. So many different objective functions have been already used to
solve the redundant problem in biomechanics [19, 21, 23, 112]. The reason is that the objective
function has too complicated role. It should be able to consider the physiological activity, to reflect
the pathological and fatigue of human body, to include relevant physiological characteristics as well
as to introduce the future plans of activities. In addition, from the mathematical point of view,
the objective function should be numerically stable and the computation time should be acceptable.
Some examples of objective functions commonly used, non-linear are presented follows
• The sum of the squares of individual active muscle forces [92]
F =
∑
i
(
F iCE
)2
. (6.2)
This function finds the energy minimization. However, it does not include any physiological
capabilities. Originally, the function is developed for applications to the human locomotion.
• The sum of the cube of the individual average muscle stresses [21]
F =
∑
i
(
σiCE
)3
=
∑
i
(
F iCE
PCSAi
)3
, (6.3)
where PCSA is the physiological cross sectional area of the individual muscle. This function
is based on quantitative force-endurance relationship and on experimental results. It includes
the physiological information - the muscle physiological cross sectional area. Thus, this function
should be able to predict co-activation of muscles.
• The sum of the square of the individual normalized muscle forces [75]
F =
∑
i
(
F iCE
F imax
)2
. (6.4)
This function also includes the physiological information - the maximal isometric force that
each muscle is able to produce.
Alternatively, the objective function, Eq. 6.2, can also be the sum of the instantaneous muscle power
of the sum of the square of the total reaction forces at the joints. These objective functions and
many others are presented in literature such as in [19, 23, 92].
These three objective functions, Eq. 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, were tested in previous work [95]. The basic 2D
three-body segment musculoskeletal model of the upper limb was modeled. The static analysis and
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optimization method was used to calculate the muscle forces needed to keep the given static posi-
tion. In that work, the optimization problem was solved by Python optimization package providing
several commonly known algorithms. Namely the Sequential Least Squares Programming (SLSQP)
algorithm was used. The SLSQP optimizer is based on the slightly modified version of Lawson and
Heuson’s nonlinear least-squares solver [59]. It was shown that all functions have the same results.
However, the second one, Eq. 6.3, has the significantly lowest number of iterations. Therefore, this
function is also used in presented study.
In inverse dynamics, the constraint equations, that the control variables have to fulfill, are presented
by the equations of motion. So, all constraints are of equality type. In addition, the lower and upper
limits are given by real anatomy - F loweri = 0 (the muscle can only pull, it can not push), F
upper
i =
Fimax (the maximal muscle force that can be generated by the individual muscle). The optimization
problem defined in this work is then given by following formula
Control variables : F (Fi) i = 1, 2, . . . , nF
Minimize : F = ∑
i
(
F iCE
PCSAi
)3
Subject to :
nF∑
r=1
(ur × Fr) =
(
GT
)−1
(Qe)θ − ug × Fg
0 ≤ Fi ≤ Fimax
(6.5)
6.2 Muscle Model
The Hill-type muscle bar model was used to simulate the behavior of the skeletal muscle [45].
The model lacks accuracy in the description of some specific phenomena such as the drop of active
force at high elongation speeds and the detailed understanding of muscle construction especially the
reactions of contractile proteins. However, the Hill-type model has the basic structure, it is suitable
for calculation of the peak value of muscle force with the reasonable accuracy, the computation is
not time-consuming and the model does not require large range of input parameters. It describes the
muscle in terms of its macroscopic elongation, the shortening or lengthening velocities and the neural
excitation level.
The Hill-type model consists of a contractile element CE and a parallel visco-elastic element PE +
DE. The contractile element represents the active force generated by the muscle during muscle
contraction. The parallel element simulates the passive muscle properties. It consists of a nonlinear
spring PE and a linear dashpot DE. The final model structure is depicted in Fig. 6.1. The muscle
force is then written as
FMus = FCE + FPE + FDE . (6.6)
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Figure 6.1: Hill-type muscle model.
The contractile force is a function of instantaneous muscle length L, instantaneous elongation or
contraction rate ν and the values of the active muscle state Na(t). The contractive muscle force is
given by the following form
FCE(x, ν, t) = Na(t)FL(x)Fν(ν), (6.7)
where FL(x) is the force-length characteristic of the muscle at the ν = const. and Na = const., Fν
is the force-velocity characteristic at L = const. and Na = const.
The muscle force-length property is shown in Fig. 6.2. Apparently, this relation exhibits a maximum
at the optimal muscle length, Lopt. When the muscle is shorter or longer, its active force drops. It
is also assumed, that the CE force is equal zero when the muscle length exceeds the values 0.5Lopt
during the shortening. This fact can be explained by sarcomeres appearance during the muscle
deformation. On the other hand, when the muscle continues to elongate the total force increase again
due to passive properties of the element PE. The concavity of the muscle force-length characteristic
is determinated by the parameter Csh. In the most cases, the parameter Csh = 0.3 − 0.5. In
the current study, the CE force is modeled using the formula given by [7] as
FL(x) = Fmaxexp
−( LLopt − 1
Csh
)2 , (6.8)
where L is the instantaneus muscle length and Fmax is the maximal muscle force generated by
the fully tetanised muscle during isometric contraction at Na = 1.
Figure 6.2: Active force-length characte-
ristic of the skeletal muscle, [106].
Figure 6.3: Active force-velocity characte-
ristic of the skeletal muscle, [106].
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As shown in Fig. 6.3, the active force-velocity property should be divided into two parts - the process
of shortening and the lengthening. During the shortening, the muscle force is decreased. During
the lengthening, the force reaches the plateau. This property can be explained with the cross-bridge
theory. At shortening, one part of the cross-bridges is attached in positive tensile force generating
position and the other part is in negative. The total force decreases. At the lengthening, the number
of attached cross-bridges decreases and however, the higher forces are generated because, the cross-
bridges are stretched to larger displacement. As mentioned in the literature [7, 24, 103, 105], at
the high lengthening velocity, the force may be below the isometric value. I.e. the force Fν is
less than one. Nevertheless, in this kind of basic Hill-type model, the drops of Fν are not directly
introduced. The force-velocity relation is calculated with the equations
Fν (νn) =

0 νn ≤ −1
Cshort(1+νn)
Cshort−νn −1 < νn ≤ 0
Cleng+Cmvlνn
Cleng+νn
νn > 0
(6.9)
where vn is the muscle shortening of lengthening velocity normalized to the maximal values, vmax.
The parameter Csh describes the muscle shortening. The range for this is approximately Csh =
0.1− 0.25 depending on numbers of fast and slow muscle fibers. The parameter Cmvl determinates
the ratio of ultimate force at full activation, usually Cmvl = 1.3 − 1.5. The last parameter Cleng
characterize the muscle lengthening. It is calculated from the parameters Cshort and Cmvl to keep
the continuous slope of Fν at vn = 0 as
Cleng =
Cmvl − 1
1 + 1Cshort
, (6.10)
The maximal shortening velocity, vmax, can be written as
vmax = 2lfib + 8lfibCfast, (6.11)
where Cfast is the fraction of fast muscle fibers in a given muscle and lfib is the length of muscle
fibers in the relaxing position.
The passive muscle force FPE is obtained from the formula published in [105] as
FPE =
Fmax
exp (CPE)− 1
(
exp
(
CPE
x
LOfibPEmax
)
− 1
)
, (6.12)
where LOfib is the rest length of muscle, CPE is the shape parameter of the force-elongation char-
acteristic shown in Fig. 6.4, x is the elongation element x = L− LOfib , PEmax is the elongation of
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the parallel component at Fmax. Usually, PEmax is between 0.5 and 0.8, CPE is in range of 4 and
10.
The last model element is FDE . This damped part is given by following relationship
FDE = kDEν, (6.13)
where kDE is the linear coefficient of dashpot.
In used implementation, the muscle deformation rates are calculated as the sum of rates of all
elements that are used to model a given muscle.
In reality, muscles are attached to the bones by tendons. Therefore, the muscle complex includes the
muscle part and tendon part, see Fig. 6.5. The tendon represents the connection of muscle into a
mechanical system and thus, the tendon should influence the muscle properties. For the given muscle-
tendon complex, the muscle part connected with the elastic tendon is shorter than the muscle with
the stiff tendon. In most cases, the tendon part is modeled much stiffer than the muscle. Therefore,
the muscle model neglecting the tendon part gives the acceptable values of force peaks. Otherwise,
the tendon is mostly modeled by linear behavior. The stiffness can be calculates as follows
kT = 37.5
Fmax
LST
, (6.14)
where LST is a tendon slack length in meters and Fmax is given in N . According to the literature [42,
81], the commonly reported values for tendon stiffness are 0.2 − 0.5 Ns/m. Therefore, the tendon
part is often neglected. For the purpose of this study, the tendon part has also been left out.
Figure 6.4: Pasive force-length character-
istic of the skeletal muscle, [106].
Figure 6.5: Muscle model involving the
tendon part.
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6.3 K-Means Method
The k-means method is a clusterin of vector quatization. The method aims to divide nodes into
several groups (clusters) in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean.
In general, the problem is computationally demanding. However, there are efficient numerical al-
gorithms that are commonly used and that converge quickly to the local optimum. One of these
efficient method is called standard algorithm [63], often so called k-means algorithm and also referred
to as Lloyd’s algorithm. The algorithm is based on Euclidean distance and respects the following
form
• Input parameters are observed points x1, x2, . . . , xm, where m is a total number of points.
The points are defined by their position in 3D local space - each observation is a 3-dimensional
real vector.
• In the initial step, the positions of starting centroids c10, c20, . . . , cn0 are guessed, where n is a
number of sets.
• For each point, the centroid in shortest distance is found. All points are distributed into
the sets S1, S2, . . . , Sn according to the assigned centroids. The points xp belonging into the
set Si are given by following prescription
S
(t)
i = {xp : ||xp − c(t)i ||2 ≤ ||xp − c(t)j ||2; ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n}, (6.15)
where t is an observed number of iteration.
• Repeatedly, new centroids c1, c2, . . . , cn of each set of points are found as follows
c
(t+1)
i =
1
|S(t)i |
∑
xj∈S(t)i
xj . (6.16)
The algorithm converges when the positions of centroids aren’t longer changed, i.e. when the differ-
ences of centroids positions in the iteration sequence are smaller than arbitrary chosen parameter,
ε << 1. In this case, the mentioned steps minimize the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) given
by
argmin
∑
i=1
∑
x∈Si
||x− µi||2, (6.17)
where µi is the means of points in Si.
The algorithm is very often presented as assigning objects to the nearest cluster by distance. It
minimize the WCSS objective and thus, assigns by least sum of squares, which is exactly equivalent
to assigning by the smallest Euclidian distance. Various modifications of k-means method such as
spherical k-mean or k-medoids have been already proposed to allow using other distance measures.
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6.4 Muscle Moment Arm
Moment arm calculation is a simple task for mechanical engineering. In general, this is a per-
pendicular distance between the force line-of-action and the axis of rotation. For simple cases of
biomechanics, when the muscle is just the straight-line, this calculation is the same. However, in
the opposite cases, this approach is deficient. The muscle lines may change the length as they
wrap around the obstacles, they may span several joints, etc. Therefore, few clinically-useful defini-
tions of muscle moment arms have been already introduced. From the biomechanical point of view,
the muscle moment arm, M , is an instantaneous measure of the effectiveness with which the muscle
contraction force can generate a torque at the given joint, while in a given joint configuration, as
explained in [85]. The resulting moment arms are then the scalars with the units of length and
depending on the muscle geometry (not on material and mass properties).
In the literature, there is a lot of methods how to calculate the muscle moment arm such as so called
Partial velocity method [26, 54], Generalized force method used in open software OpenSim 3.0 [85],
etc. The most popular method is the Perturbation method based on direct finite differencing [12, 85].
The muscle moment arm is given by following
M =
dL
dθ
, (6.18)
where L is the muscle length and θ is the angle of rotation. This method is very simple − the muscle
moment arm is the partial derivation of the muscle length with respect to the joint angle in the
direction of the joint degrees of freedom (just make a small perturbation 4θ and find the resulting
changes 4L). This method is also used in laboratories very often [3, 5].
Chapter 7
The new torus-obstacle method
The musculoskeletal models of human body are commonly used to calculate the forces transmitted
by the skeletal muscles. The results of these studies are significantly sensitive to the muscle path
modeling. For the given configuration of the joints, the muscle paths determine the forces, moment
arms, lengths, torques as well as fatigue of the muscles [14, 44]. Existing virtual models are limited by
many factors such as unreal muscle shapes, excessive muscle sliding over the neighboring obstacles,
high computation time, large range of input parameters, low number of validated joint movements,
etc. as already discussed in Chapter 4. Therefore in this study, the new approach of muscle path
modeling is developed. The algorithm is based on the obstacle-set method originally presented by
Garner and Pandy [37]. In this work, the new torus-obstacle is implemented instead of the spheres,
cylinders and ellipsoids to ensure the suitability of this method for all complex joints and their
arbitrary movements.
The main aim of this torus-obstacle method is to eliminate the limits of existing models. The most
important advantages of this new method are the followings
• satisfying simulation of muscle shapes corresponding to the reality
• usable for all arbitrary movements of each joint complex
• unreal muscle sliding over the obstacles limited
• only few input arguments needed
• not time-consuming
• muscle bulging up considered; muscle volume changes depending on the actual muscle length
• 3D implementation of the positions of obstacles and the muscle attachments
• easy to add other lines-of-action; automatic recalculation of positions of attachments and
obstacles
43
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The torus-obstacle method is based on few assumptions such as
1. The muscle complex is represented by set of lines-of-action. The number of lines for individual
muscle corresponds with its cross section area (PCSA).
2. The muscles are represented by frictionless elastic bands.
3. The muscle force is the same along the whole muscle line-of-action.
4. The muscle bands move freely over the neighboring anatomical structures such as bones, organs,
joints, other muscles, etc.
5. The surrounding structure constraining the muscle path is replaced by regular torus.
6. The muscle bulking up depends linearly on the actual muscle length.
7. Each muscle line is held by own torus obstacle - at least one torus for each muscle line of
action. Each muscle line goes through the torus center and wraps around its surface.
8. The torus is situated in the local coordinate system of individual segment and thus, its position
and orientation corresponds to the current joint configuration.
7.1 Torus-Obstacle Algorithm
The torus-obstacle method is developed to find the correct muscle trajectory wrapping the other
tissues. It is primarily used to build the musculoskeletal structures. In this case, the skeleton is
modeled by a set of rigid bodies representing the bones connected by real mechanical joints. For
a given joint configuration, the relative positions and orientations of all bone segments are well
described. The muscle path is defined by a series of three parts − the straight-line from muscle
origin to the torus, the curved-line wrapping around the torus and passing the torus center and
the straight-line going from the torus to the muscle insertion. The muscle path is simulated by the
shortest connection of muscle attachments fitting closely to the torus surface. And thus, the straight-
lines are tangential to the torus and the curved-line find the shortest way for the muscle wrapping.
In this method, few coordinate systems are used − always given by a set of orthogonal unit vectors.
The global reference frame is fixed in space. The local bone coordinate systems are attached to the
bone segments - their origins are situated in the center of gravity of individual segment, the ori-
entation of the axes are the same as defined for the global reference frame in the rest position of
the human body (i.e. whole upper arm hanging freely along the thorax, elbow joint fully extended,
the palm turn forward). The torus obstacle coordinate system is fixed to the torus and its origin
agrees with the center of torus. The axes orientation respect the same condition defined for the bone
coordinate systems. In these local systems, the points of contacts of muscle straight-lines and torus
surfaces as well as the curved-line are defined.
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The positions of muscle attachments correspond to the real anatomy. They are fixed to the local
coordinate system of the individual bone. Their 3D position is based on data from in-vivo MRI
scans and on k-means method mentioned in section 6.3. When the input number of muscle lines is
changed by the user, the position of new muscle attachments are automatically recomputed.
The torus obstacles are also situated in the local systems of bones. Their actual position is changed
depending on the actual joint movement. Therefore, the muscle bulging up is ensured and moreover,
that prevents the overlapping of the torus with the other structures during the motion. The 3D
position of torus is again based on in-vivo MR images and k-means method. In addition, when
the number of lines is changed, the position of new toruses are also automatically recalculated.
The process of torus-obstacle method can be explained in following steps in more details:
INPUT
The input parameters for the torus-obstacle method are the radius of torus, R, the position and
orientation in global reference frame, XY Z,the actual location of the torus, the muscle attachment
(origin or insertion), in general called P, given in torus reference frame, Pt. The torus local coordi-
nate system is called XtYtZt. The origin is situated in the torus center based on MRI. The orientation
is the same as defined for the local system of corresponding bone, XbYbZb. The torus is situated in
the plane XtYt. The major radius (the distance from the center of the torus to the center of the
tube) and the minor radius (the radius of the tube) are the same. The original configuration as well
as position and orientation of torus are depicted in Fig. 7.1.
Figure 7.1: The expression in torus local coordinate system, where COG is the segment center of
gravity, XY Z is the fixed reference frame, XbYbZb is the bone segment system, XtYtZt is the torus
system and Pt is the muscle attachment fixed to the local system of torus.
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STEP I.
For the given joint configuration, the regular torus obstacle can be replaced by the sphere surface,
see Fig. 7.2. The radius of sphere is equal to the radius of the torus, R. The center of the sphere
is given by intersection of the center circle of the tube and the plane defined by three points - Pt,
Psurf and Ct, where Ct is the center of torus local frame and Psurf is the orthogonal projection of
the point Pt onto the plane Xt, Yt given by
Psurf = [PtorusX ;PtorusY ; 0] . (7.1)
The first step of presented method is to express Pt and Ct in the local sphere coordinate system, Ps
and Cs, respectively. The axes of this local system are parallel to the torus system. The origin, Os,
is situated in the center of sphere. The points are translated using the unit vector, u, and translation
vector, trans, in the following forms
u =
Psurf
‖Psurf‖ and trans = uR, (7.2)
Ps = Pt − trans and Cs = Ct − trans. (7.3)
Figure 7.2: The expression in sphere local coordinate system, where XtYtZt is the torus system,
XsYsZs is the sphere system, Psurf is the orthogonal projection of the point Pt defined in the torus
system, Ot is the center of sphere system defined in torus system and Ps, Os, Cs are the points
transformed in sphere system.
STEP II.
Considering the fact that the sphere is circular in cross-section, the circle local coordinate system is
implemented, XcYcZc, see Fig. 7.3. The second step is to express the points in plane reference frame
given by center Os, Ps and Cs. The transformed points, Pc and Cc, meet the following forms
Pc = [−‖PsOt‖;Psz ; 0] , (7.4)
Cc = [R; 0; 0] . (7.5)
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Figure 7.3: The expression in circle local coordinate system, where XsYsZs is the sphere system,
XcYcZc is the circle system, Psurf is the orthogonal projection of the point Ps, Os is the center of
sphere system defined there and Pc, Oc, Cc are the points transformed in circle system.
STEP III.
The third step is to find the location of point of tangent, Qc, associated with the torus obstacle.
According to the method assumptions, this point is placed on the surface of torus. To ensure
the minimum muscle length, straight-line part of the muscle must be tangent to its torus surface.
Moreover, each muscle line goes directly through the torus center to be hold in correct position.
Therefore, the curved-line part joints the point of tangent with the neighboring torus center, Cc, see
Fig. 7.4.
The next task is to find the coordinates XY of point of tangency in local coordinate system of circle.
According to the geometric conditions, two constraint equations are derived, [37]
R2 = Q2cX +Q
2
cY
, R2 + (PcX −QcX )2 + (PcY −QcY )2 = P 2cX + P 2cY . (7.6)
These equations may be combined, squared, rearranged and changed using quadratic formula. After
that operations, the final solution for QcX and QcY can be expressed
Qc =

QcX =
PcXR
2−RPcY
√
P 2cX
+P 2cY
−R2
P 2cX
+P 2cY
PcY < 0
QcY =
PcY R
2+RPcX
√
P 2cX
+P 2cY
−R2
P 2cX
+P 2cY
QcX =
PcXR
2+RPcY
√
P 2cX
+P 2cY
−R2
P 2cX
+P 2cY
PcY > 0
QcY =
PcY R
2−RPcX
√
P 2cX
+P 2cY
−R2
P 2cX
+P 2cY
(7.7)
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Figure 7.4: The torus-obstacle method used for muscle wrapping, where Qc is the point of tangent,
Pc is the muscle attachment, Cc is the center of torus and α is the angle of arc.
STEP IV.
The fourth step is to compute the curved-line part of the muscle − the length of arc between tangent
point, Qc, and center of torus, Cc, see Fig. 7.4. Before that, the actual angle, α, of the arc may be
computed using these conditions
α =

−arccos
(
QcX
R
)
QcX > 0, QcY < 0
−
(
pi − arccos
(
QcX
R
))
QcX < 0, QcY < 0
arccos
(
QcX
R
)
QcX > 0, QcY > 0
pi − arccos
(
QcX
R
)
QcX < 0, QcY > 0
(7.8)
The arc length, ‖QcCc‖, is then found using the law of cosines, [37]:
‖QcCc‖ = Rcos−1
(
1− (QcX − CcX )
2 + (QcY − CcY )2
)
. (7.9)
STEP V.
The fifth step is to express all nodes in torus reference frame as
Qs = [QcX (−uX) ;QcX (−uY ) ;QcY ] , Qt = Qs + trans. (7.10)
OUTPUT
The output of the torus-obstacle method are the parts of muscle lines - the straight-lines and
the curved-line. The whole muscle length is a sum of length of strait-line parts and curved-line
part. The process od muscle wrapping described above may be also performed for the second part
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of muscle line (from the origin to torus or on the contrary from insertion to the torus). The muscle
length is then given by
Lmuscle = ‖OQO‖+ ‖QOC‖+ ‖CQI‖+ ‖QII‖, (7.11)
where O is the muscle origin, QO is the point of tangent located on the torus and belongs to the
straight-line from origin, C is the center of torus, QI is the point of tangent located on the torus
and belongs to the straight-line from muscle insertion and I is the muscle insertion.
7.2 Torus Obstacle Geometry
The input parameters essential for the torus-obstacle method are the position of torus, Tb =
[TbX ;TbY ;TbZ ], located in coordinate system of given bone and the radius of torus, R. In most
studies, the position and radius of obstacles are fixed during the joint movements, such as men-
tioned in [12, 38, 71]. These studies usually provide satisfying results describing the muscle forces,
moments arms, etc. However, they are mostly limited by a low number of validated movements.
This attitude does not work correctly for many joint configuration - especially for complex joints
like shoulder or for the extreme joint positions. In these cases, the obstacle can be driven in same
improper position negatively influencing the results. Therefore, the new approach of torus position
and radius corresponding to the actual joint configuration is developed in this study. Moreover, this
method considers the muscle bulging up caused by muscle contraction.
This method is based on well known definition of the muscle physiological cross-section area (PCSA).
Most authors such as [44, 79, 111] use the formulas published by Alexander and Vernon [1]
PCSA =

m
ρL notpennate muscles,
m
2ρtsin(2α) pennate muscles,
(7.12)
where m, ρ, L, t, α are the muscle mass, density, length, layer thickness of pennation and pennation
angle, respectively. That means that PCSA is defined as the volume of muscle devided by its gross
muscle length or its fiber length with or without the pennation. For the purpose of this work,
the muscle pennation is neglected. In addition, it is assumed that the muscle mass, m, and the
muscle density, ρ, are constants - they are not changed during the muscle contraction or elongation.
And thus, it is suppose that the changes of muscle volume and also PCSA depend linearly on the
changes of muscle length. The process of torus position and radius computation can be explained
in following steps:
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STEP I.
The first step is to find the original position and orientation of torus obstacle. In-vivo MRI data in
rest anatomical position of human body are recorded. It is assumed that the torus center as well
as the middle circle of its tube lie in the horizontal plane (parallel to the transversal plane) going
through the middle point of given joint (center of rotation). Therefore, the muscle cross section
area is found exactly in this plane, see Fig. 7.5. That created plane, Ω, defining the torus position
is represented by the regular mesh, see Fig. 7.6. The final original position of torus centers are
computed using the k-means method explained in Section 6.3 and the location of nodes given by
mesh of Ω plane.
Figure 7.5: The muscle cross section area
in the horizontal plane defining the torus
center positions.
Figure 7.6: The regular mesh character-
izing the plane Ω defining the torus center
positions.
The original positions of torus, Torig, are transformed to the local coordinate system of given bone,
Tborig , to ensure the following the actual joint configuration. The original position and orientation
of torus is depicted in Fig. 7.7.
Figure 7.7: Calculation of the torus loca-
tion and orientation.
Figure 7.8: Calculation of the torus radius,
R.
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STEP II.
The second step is to calculate the radius of torus, R. This is the distance between the torus center
and the muscle origin in the vertical direction (proximo-distal direction) - the absolute difference of
the Z component of position vectors of the torus center and the muscle origin, see Fig. 7.8.
STEP III.
The third step is to compute the original muscle length, Lorig, using the torus-obstacle method in
rest anatomical position of human body and the Eq. 7.11, see Fig. 7.9.
STEP IV.
The fourth step is to find the parameter K describing the muscle PCSA changes during its contrac-
tion or elongation. For each joint configuration and each muscle line-of-action, the muscle length, L,
is computed using the torus-obstacle method and the original torus position, Tborig , see Fig. 7.10.
The parameter K is also defined for all muscle line-of-action and in each joint configuration. The pa-
rameter is given by
K =
Lorig
L
. (7.13)
Figure 7.9: The original muscle length,
Lorig.
Figure 7.10: The actual muscle length us-
ing the torus-obstacle method and the orig-
inal position of torus obstacles.
STEP V.
The next step is to recalculate the torus position for the given joint configuration. The position
of midpoint in the bone local system, Mb, is computed as the arithmetic mean of the torus center
positions. The midpoint is find for each muscle cross section area and meets the following form
Mb =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Tborig i , (7.14)
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where N is the number of torus centers. The vector of muscle bulging up given in the local bone
coordinate system, vb = [vX ; vY ; vZ ], is then given by the midpoint and the original position of torus
centers given by
vb = Tborig −Mb. (7.15)
The new torus position is in following expression
TbX = TbXorig + vbX (K − 1), (7.16)
TbY = TbYorig + vbY (K − 1), (7.17)
TbZ =

TbZorig ‖FZorig − TbZ‖ ≥ R,
TbZorig +
(
R− ‖FZorig − TbZ‖
) ‖FZorig − TbZ‖ < R,
(7.18)
where Tb = [TbX ;TbY ;TbZ ], K, Forig = [FXorig ;FYorig ;FZorig ], R are the position of torus obstacle in
bone local system, parameter of bulging given by Eq. 7.13, position of muscle origin given in bone
local system and radius of torus, respectively. These process is shown in Fig. 7.11.
Figure 7.11: The process of muscle bulging up. Where Mb is the midpoint of the torus centers,
Tborig is the example of original position of torus center, u is the vector of muscle bulging up.
STEP VI.
The final step is to correct the position of torus centers. The muscle complex is always tightly
surrounded by other structures such as bones and muscles. Therefore, each muscle bulging causes
that the calculated torus centers, Tb in STEP V., intersect these neighboring objects. And thus,
some other modification of torus center positions is required. The process of rectification can be
divided in two causes and explained in few steps as described below.
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CASE (A)
The first case is that the muscle wraps directly around the bone surface. It means that there is no
other underlying muscle between the describing muscle and bone. The intersection of the bone is
then considered. The whole process can be introduced in following steps.
STEP (1)
The first step is to find the midpoint, Cb, of cross section are of the neighboring bone situated in
the plane of torus centers and expressed in the bone coordinate system, see Fig. 7.12. This point is
simply given by
Cb = [upperx;uppery;Mbz ], (7.19)
where upper is the top point of the bone that defines together with the low point the bone length.
The upper point is also expressed in the bone local system.
STEP (2)
The second step is to find all torus centers situated inside of bone. The bone cross section area is
replaced by ellipse having the center point Cb, major axis ab in the Xb axis direction and minor axis
bb in the Yb direction, all depicted in Fig. 7.13. The torus positions respect the following conditions
if

(Tbxi−Cbx)
2
a2b
+
(
Tbyi−Cby
)2
b2b
− 1 > 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , N
the points outside the ellipse
(Tbxi−Cbx)
2
a2b
+
(
Tbyi−Cby
)2
b2b
− 1 < 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , N
the points inside the ellipse
(7.20)
STEP (3)
The third step is to find one point, from those inside the ellipse, that is the farthest from the point
Mb. This point is called TbF and it respects the following condition
‖TbFMb‖ > ‖TbiMb‖. (7.21)
STEP (4)
The fourth step is to compute the direction vector CbMb also called u, see Fig. 7.14. This vector
defines subsequently the movement of all torus centers.
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Figure 7.12: The bone cross section area
situated in the plane of torus centers.
Figure 7.13: The muscle bulging up. The
green points represents torus centers outside
the ellipse and the orange points are founded
centers inside the ellipse, aixs Xb, Yb repre-
sents the local coordinate system of given
bone, ab is the major axis of bone ellipse
and bb is its minor axis. This ellipse replace
the bone cross section area.
STEP (5)
The fifth step is to find the straight line, p, parallel to the vector u and going through the point
TbF , see Fig. 7.14. The next step is to calculate the intersection, I = [Ix; Iy], of the bone ellipse and
the straight line p given by following equations
Ix = TbFx + uxt, (7.22)
Iy = TbFy + uyt, (7.23)
(Ix − Cbx)2
a2b
+
(
Iy − Cby
)2
b2b
= 1. (7.24)
This system of equations has two different solutions, I1 and I2, as shown in Fig. 7.14. The solution
closer to the point Mb is considered to be the final solution, IT , the new position of torus center
TbF .
STEP (6)
The sixth step is to find the direction vector m = TbF IT = IT −TbF . This vector defines the final
displacement of whole group of torus centers, see Fig. 7.15.
STEP (7)
The final step is to check, is there is no point left inside the bone ellipse. If so, the correct position
of torus centers were found. Otherwise, the process of torus positions correction has to be repeated.
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Figure 7.14: The muscle bulging up. The vec-
tor u represents the direction of torus centers
movement, the straight line p is parallel to the
vector u, points I1 and I2 show the intersection
of the bone ellipse and the straight line, TbF is
the torus center lying inside the ellipse and the
farthest from the reference point Mb.
Figure 7.15: The final movement of
original torus centers in m direction.
The process ensures no intersection of
tissues during the muscle bulging up.
CASE (B)
The second case is that these are some other underlying or neighboring muscles. The bulging of
the internal muscles influences the position of covered muscles, as seen in Fig 7.16. The resulting
displacement vector of the covered muscle is then given by the sum of the own vector of translation
and the vector of the underlying muscle. However, this problem is not considered in this study and
thus, it is not explained in more details.
Figure 7.16: The dependence of the displacement vector of the cover muscle by the vector of
underlying muscle. The blue plane represents the original position of PCSA of the inner muscle
while the green one is the cover muscle. The pink area shows the muscle bulging up and the red
one is the intersection of the muscle caused by the bulging. The left picture represents the situation
before the position correction while the right picture is the situation after the process.
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Chapter 8
A Case Study: Model of Human
Deltoid Muscle
The main aim of this study was to develop the new method for muscle wrapping process to find the
real muscle trajectories for all arbitrary movements of musculoskeletal models. Presented method
called torus-obstacle method consists of three main parts - the new process of (1) muscle trajectory
computation, (2) automatic calculation of 3D position of muscle attachments and the obstacles, (3)
muscle bulging up. A case of study was to use this method to model the simple musculoskeletal
model of the shoulder complex.
The model involves three bones - the clavicle, the scapula and the humerus, one shoulder joint -
glenohumeral (GH) and one muscle - the deltoid muscle. The bones were modeled by rigid bodies
with the real shapes obtained from MRI. The GH joint was modeled by spherical joint with three
degrees of freedom. The other joints such as sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular as well as the con-
nection between the scapula and the thoracic cage are neglected. Therefore, the model is limited
to move only to the level of the elevation plane (90◦ of abduction or flexion). In reality, the next
range of motion is ensured by motion of scapula and clavicle - so called shoulder rhythm. Fibers of
three heads of deltoid (acromial, scapular and clavicular part) were represented in the 3D model.
The muscle was split in few muscle lines-of-action modeled by frictionless elastic bands without any
mass or density and wrapping around the neighboring structures. The muscle behavior is simulated
by three elemental Hill-type model, see Chapter 6.2. The muscle volume changes caused by its
contraction is also considered.
The model performed the simple anatomical movements - humeral abduction and forward flexion.
The inverse dynamics was used to calculate the muscle forces and muscle moment arms necessary for
the given movement. At the end of work, the model was validated using the data from literature, the
measured EMG signal or the results obtained from shoulder models developed in AnyBody Modeling
System. The muscle shapes in different joint positions were checked using the MRI. The dynamic
equations of motion were estimated as described in Chapter 5.
57
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8.1 Coordinate Systems
The rigid frame is represented by the scapula and the clavicle. It forms the global coordinate
system. Its origin is located in the middle of humeral head. The X-axis is oriented in the medio-
lateral direction of human body, the Y-axis is in the caudo-cranial and the Z-axis in anterio-posterior
(ventral-dorsal) direction, see Fig. 8.1. The upper arm is connected by the humeral head to the fixed
reference frame. The connection is represented by spherical GH joint. The origins of deltoideus
muscle fixed to the scapula and clavicle are located in the global coordinate system. Their position
is not changed during the joint movement.
The local coordinate system is fixed to the upper arm. Its origin is situated in the center of gravity
(COG) of this body part. The axes orientation is depicted in Fig. 8.2. The X-axis is in medio-
lateral, the Y-axis in anterio-posterior and the Z-axis is in proximo-distal direction of the humerus.
The insertions of deltoid attached to the humerus and also the position of torus obstacles are located
in the local coordinate system. Their position is changed depending on humeral movement.
Figure 8.1: The global coordinate system
fixed to the reference frame.
Figure 8.2: The local coordinate system
fixed to the upper arm.
8.2 Model Geometry
The model geometry is based on one subject specific dataset. For now, the model is not scalable.
Nevertheless, it is already prepared to be improved in near future. The asked volunteer was 57 years
old man, healthy without any pathological changes, the weight about 95 kg. The anthropometry
measurements as well as MRI scanning used for model geometry reconstruction were performed at
the City Hospital Pilsen, PRIVAMED Inc.
8.2.1 Magnetic resonance imaging - MRI processing
The MR images of the right shoulder complex were in vivo recorded to get the real model geometry,
see Fig. 8.3. The subject was lying in the anatomical rest position - on his back, the upper arm freely
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lying along the body, the elbow fully extended, the palm turn up. The MRI GE Medical Systems -
GE Signa Excite 1.5T and the circle electromagnetic coil originally designed for shoulder joint was
used. Obtained slices were 2 mm thick and scanned in sagittal, coronal and transversal direction.
The surface mesh consisting of triangles was automatically created in free software 3D Slicer (BWH,
3.0, Boston, United States), see the example of deltoid muscle - acromial part in Fig. 8.4a. However,
this mesh is not smooth enough. It is full of protuberances, depressions, protrusions and holes.
In addition, it involves very small elements (c. hundredths of millimeters). Such a small elements
usually cause huge computation time without any big improvement of results quality, especially in
the musculoskeletal modeling. Thus, obtained mesh was modified using HyperMesh software (Altair,
11.0, Michigan, United States), see Fig 8.4b. At this point, the mesh of bone and muscle envelopes
were considered to be finished.
Figure 8.3: MR slices of deltoid muscle
(acromial part) in coronal plane.
Figure 8.4: 2D mesh of deltoid mus-
cle (acromial part) - a) original mesh
obtained from MRI automatically gen-
erated by 3D Slicer, b) modified mesh
built in HyperMesh software.
8.2.2 The position of muscle attachments
The 2D mesh of muscle and the k-means method already introduced in section 6.3 were used to
compute the 3D position of muscle origins and insertions. The high quality regular mesh was
constructed to define the areas of muscle attachments. The mesh consists of triangular 2D elements
of the edge length 1 mm. The process is divided in two following steps.
1. To find the number of muscle lines-of-action.
The number of muscle lines-of-action corresponds to the size of muscle physiological cross
section area (PCSA). In this work, the PCSA of deltoid muscle was calculated based on subjects
MRI, see Tab. 8.1. Unfortunately, it was not find any published source describing the relation
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between the muscle PCSA and its number of lines-of-action. For purpose of this study, the
very simple form was used - one line replaces just 1cm2 of muscle PCSA. The number of lines
is also shown in Tab. 8.1.
Table 8.1: The computed size of PCSA of individual parts of deltoid muscle replaced by corre-
sponding number of lines-of-action.
muscle part PCSA [cm2] number of lines-of-action
acromial 6.78 7
scapular 1.85 2
clavicular 2.72 3
2. To find the attachments of obtained muscle lines-of-action.
The nodes of regular 2D mesh represents the input parameters used for k-means method, see
Fig. 8.5. The list of attachment positions are summarize in Tab. 8.2 and 8.3.
Table 8.2: The positions of deltoideus origins defined in global coordinate system of the scapula
and the clavicle.
muscle ID position [mm]
part x y z
acromial ACO1 5.569 -5.956 33.613
ACO2 10.863 1.013 18.618
ACO3 10.111 -2.746 26.202
ACO4 8.575 4.672 -1.566
ACO5 -2.030 -9.345 39.676
ACO6 11.856 0.270 8.496
ACO7 8.237 7.083 10.346
scapular SCO1 -59.314 -5.450 58.383
SCO2 -21.032 -7.840 46.831
clavicular CLO1 -51.269 15.472 -37.921
CLO2 -11.997 9.960 -26.683
CLO3 -32.446 14.519 -30.401
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Table 8.3: The positions of deltoideus insertions defined in local coordinate system of the humerus.
muscle ID position [mm]
part x y z
acromial ACO1 10.475 -8.293 -0.8315
ACO2 14.998 0.219 -23.780
ACO3 14.211 -1.416 -12.095
ACO4 5.846 -11.412 23.824
ACO5 10.234 -9.452 -13.571
ACO6 11.388 -8.566 -27.269
ACO7 9.682 -9.911 11.184
scapular SCO1 14.496 0.681 -0.313
SCO2 12.875 -5.552 16.609
clavicular CLO1 2.260 -13.318 15.205
CLO2 2.415 -12.555 -3.128
CLO3 4.124 -12.706 -19.921
Figure 8.5: The positions of muscle lines-of-action represented by red points. The stars are the
nodes of regular mesh defining the area of muscle attachments, the colors depict the groups of nodes
determining the given attachments. This example demonstrates the case of insertion of acromial
part of deltoid muscle situated in the local coordinate system of humerus, the number of lines is
N = 10 used just for this instance.
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8.2.3 The position of torus obstacle
The k-means method introduced in section 6.3 was also used to compute the original position of
torus obstacle centers. The centers lye in the area defined by muscle cross section in the horizontal
plane going through the center of joint rotation (the center of humeral head). The middle circle of
its tube is also positioned in this plane. The toruses are situated in the local coordinate system of
the humerus. And thus, their positions respect the actual joint configuration. More over, the actual
position is changed as a results of the muscle bulging up as explained in Section 7.2. This continuous
control and correction of the torus position ensure that the obstacles avoid the surrounding structure
such as muscles and bones. The next task is to calculate the radius of torus, R, as also mentioned
in Section 7.2. The list of position and radius of individual torus obstacles is presented in Tab, 8.4.
Table 8.4: The original positions of torus centers located in the local coordinate system of humerus.
torus ID position [mm]
part x y z
acromial T ACO1 40.141 43.878 -135.510
T ACO2 35.164 29.362 -135.510
T ACO3 47.603 27.116 -135.510
T ACO4 40.065 -17.237 -135.510
T ACO5 24.830 45.686 -135.510
T ACO6 45.008 -3.708 -135.510
T ACO7 44.679 11.450 -135.510
scapular T SCO1 -37.437 84.243 -135.510
T SCO2 10.480 65.213 -135.510
clavicular T CLO1 -18.956 -34.398 -135.510
T CLO2 27.848 -32.269 -135.510
T CLO3 1.099 -40.702 -135.510
8.2.4 Mass Moment of Inertia
To calculate the mass moment of inertia, the upper arm segment was divided into several parts -
the skin, the soft tissue, the bone and the canal in the bony center. Each part was approximated by
cylinder with the ellipsoidal cross section area. The process of mass moment of inertia calculation
is described in Section 5.1.4 in more details.
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Representative external dimensions of male upper arm were measured using the MRI data. The
process of measuring is described in Fig 8.6 and obtained values are listened in Table 8.5.
Figure 8.6: The upper arm segment is approximated by cylinders. The dimentions are estimated
using the male MRI data, as the mean values.
The mass of the upper arm was calculated as the sum of masses of individual cylinders. The general
formula was used - M = ρV = ρpiabl, where V is the volume of cylinder, ρ is the density of tissue, a
is the semi-major axis, b is the semi-minor axis of the elliptical base and l is its height. The mass,
density and the principal mass moment of inertia are listened in Tab 8.5.
Table 8.5: Dimensions of upper arm segment used in the current study. The segment consists of
the skin, the soft tissue, the bone and the canal, as shown in Fig 8.6. The parameters a, b and l are
the half width, the half depth and the lenght of individual cylinder, respectively.
a[m] b[m] l[m] ρ[kg/m3] [78] Ixx[kg/m
2] Iyy[kg/m
2] Izz[kg/m
2]
Skin 0.0717 0.0446 0.3060 940 0.0084 0.0094 0.0028
Soft tissue 0.0611 0.0349 0.3060 1000 0.0156 0.0169 0.0025
Bone 0.0136 0.0098 0.3060 1900 0.0014 0.0014 1.6 · 10−5
Canal 0.0075 0.0059 0.2909 - - - -
8.3 Optimization Process
As already described in Section 6.1.1, the inverse dynamics problem with the muscle actuators
represents the underdetermined system of equations. This is cased by the fact, that there is more
muscle forces than the degrees of freedom in the model. From mathematical point of view, there
is more unknowns then the equations. This problem is solved by some optimization method as
mentioned in Section 6.1.2. The optimization process used for this study can be expressed by
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following formula
Control variables : F (Fi) i = 1, 2, . . . , 12
Minimize : F = ∑
i
(
σiCE
)3
=
∑
i
(
F iCE
PCSAi
)3
Subject to :
nF∑
r=1
(ur × Fr) =
(
GT
)−1
(Qe)θ − ug × Fg
0 ≤ Fi ≤ Fimax
(8.1)
Exactly this cost function was selected based on the analysis published in [93]. In that work, three
cost functions also considered in Section 6.1.2 were used to find the forces generated in the main
muscles of the upper extremity. During that simulation, the upper extremity was held in the static
position and the palm was loaded by constant external force. The results show, that the muscle forces
are the same for all cost functions. Moreover, the cost function used in formula 8.1 has significantly
lowest number of iterations and also the smallest computational time. The maximal muscle forces,
Fimax , representing the upper limits are shown in Teb. 8.6.
Table 8.6: The maximal muscle forces [47].
muscle part Fmax [N]
acromial 1142.6
scapular 259.9
clavicular 1142.6
8.4 Muscle Model
The behavior of deltoid muscle is simulated by Hill-type model explained in Section 6.2. The total
muscle force is given by the following form:
FMus = FCE + FPE + FDE . (8.2)
The contractive muscle element, FCE , is the function of many elementary parameters:
FCE = f (Na,Fmax, L, Lopt, Csh, Cshort, Cmvl, v, lfib, Cfast) (8.3)
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as given by the equation 6.7. Na is the active muscle state, Fmax is the maximal muscle force, L is the
actual muscle length obtained from simulation, Lopt is the optimal muscle length (when the muscle
generate the maximal force), Csh represents the shape parameters determining the concavity of
muscle force-length characteristic (see Fig. 6.2), Cshort is the Hill-type shape parameter for shortening
obtained from the equation [106]
Cshort = 0.1 + 0.4Cfast, (8.4)
the constant Cmvl determines the ration of ultimate force at full activation, v is the actual velocity
of muscle shortening/elongation, lfib is the length of muscle fibers in the muscle rest position and
Cfast is the fraction of fast muscle fibers in given muscle.
The passive muscle force, FPE , is the function of following parameters
FPE = f (Fmax, CPE , L, Lofib, PEmax) , (8.5)
where CPE is the shape parameter that determines the concavity of the muscle force-length char-
acteristic (see Fig. 6.4), Lofib is the rest muscle length and PEmax is the elongation of the parallel
component at Fmax. With respect to the literature [105], the passive force, FPE , is zero when
L ≤ Lofib. Finally, the dumping element FDE , given by the equation 6.13 is the function of follow-
ings
FDE = f (kDE , v) , (8.6)
where kDE is the parameter of dashpot usually computed by following equation [68]
kDE = 0.3
Fmax0.25
lopt2.25
. (8.7)
The values of muscle active state, Na, is obtained from equation 6.7. The actual velocity of muscle
shortening/elongation, v, is based on the muscle force. The force-velocity characteristic defines this
dependence is shown in Fig. 6.3. The all needed input parameters are summarized in Tab. 8.7.
8.5 Muscle Moment Arm
The clinically used definition of muscle moment arm explained in Section 6.4 was used instead of
the general mechanical expression. Polynomial regression was used to find the relationship between
muscle shortening/lengthening and the angle of each step of humeral movement (abduction, flexion).
A limit of the polynomial order was considered (fourth order) to avoid the data overfitting. Obtained
regression was differentiated to give the actual muscle moment arm. The moment arm is given by
the simple fraction - the small change of the muscle shortening/lengthening versus small change of
actual joint angle given in radius. Moment arms were calculated at one-degree intervals.
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Table 8.7: The essential input parameters.
parameter units acromial part clavicular part scapular part source
Cfats - 0.467 0.390 0.390 [52]
lfib m 0.108 0.098 0.137 [47]
Clength - 0.089 0.082 0.082 Eq. 6.10
Cmvl - 1.400 1.400 1.400 [106]
CPE - 5.000 5.000 5.000 [106]
Csh - 0.400 0.400 0.400 [106]
Cshort - 0.287 0.256 0.256 Eq. 8.4
Fmax N 1142.600 1142.600 259.900 [47]
kDE Ns/m 230.980 196.860 44.780 Eq. 8.7
Lofib m 0.151 0.176 0.173 [111]
Lopt m 0.165 0.194 0.191 [107]
PEmax - 0.600 0.600 0.600 [106]
vmax m/s 0.619 0.504 0.704 Eq. 6.11
8.6 Simulations
Presented simulations were computed on a standard desktop PC (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU, 2.80
GHz, 8.00 GB RAM). The MATLAB (MATLAB R2013a(32-bit).Inc, MathWorks, Inc.) software
was used. The computation time was 9.97s for abduction and 9.78s for forward flexion. When
considering the results plotting, the final computation time was significantly increased - 65.62s for
abduction and 65.56s for flexion.
Presented shoulder model involving the new torus-obstacle method was used to simulate two ana-
tomical movements of the right upper extremity - the abduction (elevation in the coronal plane)
and forward flexion (elevation in the sagittal plane), always from 0◦ to 90◦. For both movements,
the initial position of the upper arm is the rest position - the upper extremity hanging freely along
the human body, the elbow joint fully extended, the palm turn forward (the thumb oriented to the
right). For both cases, the following outputs are calculated - muscle forces, muscle moment arm and
actual muscle length.
The model situated in the initial rest position is depicted in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. The bones are
represented by yellow 2D triangular elements. The length of edge is about 2mm. The center of
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rotation is located in the center of humeral head. The muscle lines-of-action are shown by red lines.
For better orientation in the results, each muscle line-of-action was marked using unique identifica-
tion. The code corresponds with the markers used for muscle attachments established in Tab. 8.2
and Tab. 8.3. Thus, the markers used for muscles of acromial, clavicular and scapular part are called
AC1, AC2, . . . , AC7; CL1, CL2, CL3 and SC1, SC2, respectively, see Fig. 8.9.
Figure 8.7: The final representation of the shoulder model including the new torus-obstacle method.
One obstacle belonging to the muscle line AC1 depicted.
Figure 8.8: The final representation of the shoulder model including the new torus-obstacle method.
The model shown from five different views - a) right side, b) front, c) back, d) top, and e) general.
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Figure 8.9: The identification of muscle lines-of-action for better orientation in results.
8.6.1 Abduction
The abduction of the shoulder joint (elevation in coronal plane) was simulated using the new torus-
obstacle method. The shoulder complex is depicted in Fig. 8.10 in three joint positions - 0◦, 45◦ and
90◦. During whole movement, the scapula is fixed in the original position. The internal rotation of
humerus is also neglected. Fig. 8.10 also shows that the predicted muscle path generate anatomically
reasonable results without any muscle penetration of surrounding structures such as bones, joints
and other muscles.
Figure 8.10: The process of abduction; from left: 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦.
Muscle Forces
The Fig. 8.11 presents the final distribution of the muscle forces between 12 muscle lines of action
(the acromial, clavicular and scapular part represented by 7, 3 and 2 lines of action, respectively).
In general, the deltoid muscle is the main agonist of abduction. Therefore, almost all muscle lines
generate significant force. The results highlight the acromial part (except the line AC5) as the most
active - the maximal force is almost 50N . It can be concluded that exactly this muscle part is mainly
responsible for abduction motion and its activity is the most important for abduction till 90◦. The
line AC5 generates the lower force in comparison with the others from acromial part, around 5N
in maximal. This is caused by the position of its attachments that are closer to the scapular part.
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The scapular part of the deltoid muscle does not contribute to the shoulder abduction too much. Its
maximal activity is about 0.23N and appears only at the beginning of the movement. The clavicular
part of the muscle also shows quite low activity - about 8N in maximal. Moreover, the muscle lines
CL1 and CL3 are not even active at all. The acromial muscle part (except the line AC5 again)
reaches the maximal force values at the end of abduction, i.e. at 90◦. However, the clavicular part
shows the maximals at about 60◦, the scapular at about 20◦ and finally the muscle line AC5 at
about 60◦.
Figure 8.11: Resulting muscle forces generated in acromial, clavicular and scapular part of the
deltoid muscle during humeral abduction till 90◦.
Actual Muscle Length
The process of muscle path shortening/elongation corresponds well with the muscle forces. Almost
all muscle lines are shortened respecting the growth of the joint rotation angle, see Fig. 8.12. Ne-
vertheless, the results show that the lines CL1, CL3 and also SC1 are elongated again caused by
the position of lines attachments and toruses prescribing the actual muscle path. And thus, these
muscles represent the insignificant antagonists of the abduction. The mean original muscle lengths
calculated in the starting rest position of the shoulder are 197.6± 26.9mm, 211.15± 18.55mm and
221.2± 0.1mm for acromial, clavicular and scapular part, respectively.
Figure 8.12: Resulting muscle length of acromial, clavicular and scapular part of the deltoid muscle
during humeral abduction till 90◦.
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Muscle Moment Arms
The abduction moment arms in coronal plane are shown in Fig. 8.13. Overall, the muscle lines
of acromial part, the lines CL2 and also SC2 have the largest agonist (elevator) moment arm.
Conversely, the lines CL1, CL3 and SC1 are found to have antagonist (depressor) moment arms.
The muscle moment arms of all agonists in each muscle part are comparable.
Figure 8.13: Resulting muscle moment arms for acromial, clavicular and scapular part of the
deltoid muscle during humeral abduction till 90◦.
8.6.2 Flexion
The forward flexion of the shoulder joint (elevation in sagittal plane) was modeled using developed
torus-obstacle method. The shoulder model is shown in Fig. 8.14 in three different joint positions
- 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ of flexion. During whole motion, the scapular movements as well as the internal
rotation of the humerus were again neglected. The Fig. 8.14 also confirms that the muscle lines of
action do not penetrate any surrounding structures.
Figure 8.14: The process of flexion; from left: 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦.
Muscle Forces
The Fig. 8.15 shows the muscle forces generated in the all 12 muscle lines of action, see Tab. 8.1. As
already mentioned, the deltoid muscle represents the main agonist of humeral abduction. And thus,
only few muscle lines are active during this kind of motion. The results show that the clavicular
muscle part is the most active. The maximal forces are reached at the end of flexion - almost 45N
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at 82◦. The comparable forces are also found in the lines AC4 and AC6 that are in close proximity
to the clavicular part. The other lines of acromial part and also the whole scapular part do not
contribute to much. That is naturally given by the geometry of the deltoid muscle and the shoulder
joint.
Figure 8.15: Resulting muscle forces generated in acromial, clavicular and scapular part of the
deltoid muscle during humeral flexion till 90◦.
Actual Muscle Length
The actual muscle lengths are shown in Fig. 8.16. The process of muscle shortening/elongation
corresponds again well with the graphs of muscle forces - the assumption that the muscle can only
pull, i.e. the muscles produce the active force while they are shortened, is fulfill. The muscle lines
AC4, AC6 and the whole clavicular part are shortened during the flexion. Therefore, these muscle
lines represents the main agonists. The other lines are elongated. The mean muscle lengths in
original rest position are the same as written in abduction section.
Figure 8.16: Resulting muscle length of acromial, clavicular and scapular part of the deltoid muscle
during humeral flexion till 90◦.
Muscle Moment Arm
The muscle moment arm for the forward flexion are shown in Fig. 8.17. The muscle lines of clav-
icular part and the lines AC4 and AC6 have the agonist moment arms, while the other lines have
the antagonist moments arm.
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Figure 8.17: Resulting muscle moment arm for acromial, clavicular and scapular part of the deltoid
muscle during humeral flexion till 90◦.
8.7 Motion Capture Data and EMG Processing
Two laboratory measurements were performed to validate developed shoulder model - motion capture
data measurement and elecromyography (EMG). Three right-hand-dominant male subjects (mean
age 38 years, mean weight 82 kg, mean height 175 cm) without any pathological changes volunteered
to participate in this work. For all cases, the initial rest position of each subject was following -
the arms hanging vertically by the sides, the elbow fully extended and the hand in neutral position,
palm turned to the body. The subjects were always asked to performed the abduction till 90◦.
The kinematic data as well as the EMG were measured in the Motion Capture Laboratory at the
Faculty of Physical Education and Sport, Charles University, Prague.
The opto-electric motion capture system called Qualisys (Qualisys AS, Go¨teborg, Sweden) was used
to record the 3D movements of the right upper arm. 15 high-visible skin markers (balls, diameter 2
cm) were used to monitor the motion. The location of markers respect the standards of International
Society of Biomechanics [108], see Fig. 8.18. The coordinate system was always situated on the right
side in front of subjects body. The orientation of the axis X, Y and Z were in the posterior, lateral
to the right and in the superior direction, respectively. Mentioned motion capture data were already
presented at the conference Computed Mechanics, 2013, Sˇpicˇa´k, Czech Republic, [95] and accepted
in journal Kinanthropologica [94].
The surface EMG technique was used to determine the function of the neuromuscular compartments
within the deltoid muscle of three mentioned volunteers during the humeral abduction till 90◦. Four
pairs of bipolar surface electrodes were applied to each subject. The position of each electrode was
estimated using the study [101], see Fig. 8.18. The electrodes were sticked to the subjects by double-
sided tape. Before that, the skin has been shaved, abraded and washed with alcohol to minimize the
skin resistance. The special electrode gel (called E.C.G. cream) was used to improve conductance.
The reference surface electrode was situated on the chest on the right side, in the area of the muscle
pectoralis major. The 4 bipolar surface electrodes and their reference electrodes were connected to
the differential amplifiers - signal-to-noise ratio 1 : 3. The raw EMG signal was amplified and filtered
- 10 Hz low-pass and 1 kHz high-pass filters, at a sample rate of 1000 Hz over a 1000 ms recording
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period. The obtained EMG signal was rectified, averaged and normalized to the maximal recorded
EMG value. The raw EMG signal is depicted in Fig. 8.19. For the model validation, the mean values
of three measured datasets were used.
Figure 8.18: The motion capture data and EMG signal processing. On the left picture, the
orientation of coordinate system depicted.
Figure 8.19: The example of raw EMG signal measured during humeral abduction till 90◦.
8.8 AMS Shoulder Model
The new musculoskeletal shoulder model was built in AnyBody Modeling System (AMS; AnyBody
5.3, AnyBody Technology, Aalborg, Denmark). This model is originally available in the open free
repository of AMS. It consists of 118 muscle fascicles; of three bones - the clavicle, the scapula and
the humerus; of 5 joints - acromioscapular, glenohumeral, sternoclavicular and of two other joints so
called scapulo-thoracic consisting of 2 points of scapula gliding over the thoracic cage represented by
ellipsoid. The optimization technique and the inverse dynamics are used to calculate muscle forces,
muscle activity, muscle moment arms, reaction forces, etc. generated during the given shoulder
movements. Originally, the muscle path are computed by via-points method. The Hill-type muscle
model is used to simulate the active muscles. All bones are modeled by rigid bodies with the real
geometry based on MRI data.
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For the purpose of this work, the AMS shoulder model was little bit adapted. (1) All muscle lines
of action even the deltoid muscle were removed. To ensure the model stability, the all joints even
the gleno-humeral were locked. (2) The real motion capture data of shoulder abduction till 90◦ were
recorded and after that used to drive the AMS model. (3) The muscle paths were modeled using the
obstacle-set method as presented in [37]. The neighboring anatomical structures were replaced by
spheres, ellipsoids and cylinders. The muscle lines slide over these obstacles to avoid the intersection
with other tissues and to fit the more anatomically correct shapes. The final modified AMS model
is depicted in Fig. 8.20.
Figure 8.20: The shoulder model included the deltoid muscle modeled in AMS. The obstacle-set
method used to find the more correct muscle trajectory.
Chapter 9
Validation
The computational models need the justified confidence that they are adequate representation of
the real systems they simulate. Moreover, the next necessarity is to estimate how the model can
by critically evaluated. The efforts, procedures, methodologies and process representing the model
testing is formalized into the field of validation and verification [64]. The verification says how
the model is implemented and describes the numerical accuracy of the obtained solution. While the
model validation is how well the model represents the real system or how it fills experimental data.
Validation process is open-ended. This is always linked with the evaluation of the given model and
the algorithm. Each model is validated for specific use. In general, it is nor relevant to refer to a
model as being validated for all arbitrary use [64].
In this study, the main aim was to developed the new torus-obstacle method for muscle path cal-
culation. In addition, very simple 3D model of the shoulder complex (involving just the humerus,
the scapula, the clavicle, the glenohumeral joint and the deltoid muscle) was built to demonstrate
how the new torus-obstacle method is implemented, how it works, which are its advantages and
disadvantages, etc. The model was also verified and validated to ensure that the new method of
muscle wrapping works well and that the obtained results are correct. The computed values such
as muscle forces, actual muscle lengths and muscle moment arms were compared with the existing
literature. Moreover, the method was checked by the process of initial sensitivity analysis. Finally,
the model was compared with the corresponding models built in AnyBody Modeling System and
with in vivo measured EMG signals. The shoulder model was validated for humeral abduction and
forward flexion both till 90◦.
9.1 Muscle Path
The muscle path calculated by presented method were validated using the MR images. The re-
constructed muscle shapes were scaled to fit the existing musculoskeletal model with respect to
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the positions of muscle attachments and PCSA. For the original rest position of the upper arm, the
MRI were scanned using GE Medical System − GE Signa Excite, 1.5T . The comparison of the
muscle lines trajectories and the simplified muscle mesh is shown in Fig. 9.1, on the left. Almost
all muscle lines are situated in the area defined by the bone surfaces and the upper external cover
of the deltoid. Only one single line SC1 get out little bit. Nevertheless, as shown further, this
line is otherwise in correct position for the other movements and thus, this inaccuracy does not
have any importance. The mentioned measuring system GE Signa Excite provides the images with
the high definition. Moreover, it scans quite large region of shoulder joint. Nevertheless, the circle
electromagnetic coil limits the joint position that are suitable to measure. And thus, the shoulder
in forward flexion or abduction was absolutely impossible to scan.
Therefore, these two positions were recorded using another system MAGNETOM C!, 0.35T . Un-
fortunately, this machine does not offer such a high definition and so, the images are hard to read.
The validations of the muscle lines path in the abduction and forward flexion till 90◦ are depicted
in Fig. 9.1 in the middle and on the right side, respectively. The comparison of computed muscle
trajectories and the mesh representing the upper cover of the real deltoid muscle is satisfying. As
obvious in the figure, the meshes of real muscles for abduction and flexion are not complete (muscle
insertions on humerus not shown). This is cased by the limits of machine to scan the whole shoulder
complex.
Figure 9.1: From left: the right side view of muscle bands for original rest joint position; the top
view of abduction and the top view of forward flexion. All muscle lines lying within the deltoid
muscle reconstructed from in vivo measured MRI.
9.2 Positions of Muscle Attachments
The positions of model muscle attachments are checked using the pictures of real anatomy, [87]
and [66]. The Fig. 9.2 proves that the positions are correct. The origins of the acromial, claviculaer
and scapular part are situated on the scapular acromion, clavicular deltoid tubercle and scapular
spine, respectively. The insertions are fixed to the humeral deltoid tubersity.
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Figure 9.2: The comparison of computed and real positions of muscle attachments. (A) The red
markers demonstrate the acromial muscle part; the blue markers are the scapular. (B) The origins
of clavicular part. (C) The insertions of all muscle parts.
9.3 Results of Simulations
As the next test of model accuracy, the muscle forces, actual muscle length as well as muscle move-
ment arms were compared with experimental data or by the results of corresponding musculoskeletal
models already published in research sources.
Muscle Forces
Appropriate muscle forces generated during the shoulder abduction were predicted using the new
torus-obstacle method and then compared by the experimental dataset as well as published modeling
results, [2, 70, 96, 98, 110], see Fig. 9.3. The results show that the calculated muscle forces of 10
lines fit well the corridors built by the literature datasets. The only one line AC5 goes absolutely
out of the marked area. This line is extremely closed to the scapular part and thus, these values are
more comparable with the SC lines. In comparison with this group, the values achieve the highest
muscle forces limits.
Figure 9.3: Muscle forces during the humeral abduction compared to the corridors based on
literature [2, 70, 96, 98, 110]. The joint angles are given for fixed scapula.
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The muscle forces produced by shoulder flexion were also validated using the literature [98]. The final
comparison is summarized in Tab 9.1.
Table 9.1: The comparison of muscle forces generated in shoulder flexion.
muscle part Helm [98] present study
max muscle corresponding max muscle corresponding
force [N] angle [◦] force [N] angle [◦]
AC 39.58 89.9 43.90 90.00
CL 12.08 62.14 36.60 82.60
SC 57.08 60.58 9.80·10−4 1·10−4
Muscle Length
The original muscle lengths in the initial rest position of the shoulder joint at 0◦ of elevation were
compared with the published data obtained by in vivo measured MRI [48] or from cadaver dissec-
tions [16, 32, 61, 98]. The results were also in agreement with precious modeling approaches, as
shown in Tab. 9.2.
Table 9.2: Comparison of calculated muscle length while the resting arm position.
author AC[mm] CL[mm] SC[mm]
Breteler [16] - 151.938 ± 39.535 -
Langenderfer [61] 134.884 ± 22.480 125.581 ± 42.636 151.938 ± 17.828
Holzbaur [48] - 181.395 ± 8.605 -
Favre [32] 154.264 ± 0.000 166.667 ± 0.000 154.264 ± 0.000
Helm [98] 162.426 ± 9.763 175.150 ± 18.863 148.225 ± 9.763
presented study 197.600 ± 26.900 211.150 ± 18.550 221.200 ± 0.100
Muscle Moment Arm
In most studies, the Standardization and Terminology Committee (STC) of the International Society
of Biomechanics (ISB) is used to define the local and global coordinate systems, as published in [108].
According to this terminology, the X, Y and Z axis are oriented in anterior, superior and in lateral
direction to the right, see Fig. 9.4. And thus, the backward flexion has the positive angle of rotation,
however, the forward flexion has the negatives.
In presented work, the standards of STC were not respected. The coordinate system was based
on in vivo MR images of developed shoulder model. Thus, the X, Y and Z axis are directed in
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lateral to the right, in superior (proximo-distal) and in posterior direction, respectively, see Fig. 9.5.
Because of this fact, the muscle moment arms of this study were transformed to ensured the correct
validation with the given literature datasets.
Figure 9.4: The coordinate system defined
by the standards of the International Soci-
ety of Biomehcanics.
Figure 9.5: The coordinate system
defined in presented study and based
on MRI dataset.
Quantitative comparison of computed muscle moment arms predicted during humeral abduction
and forward flexion to data from corresponding experiments or modeling results was performed, see
Fig. 9.6 and Fig. 9.7. In both cases, the results of presented study fit well the corridors. However
in few cases (lines AC7, AC5, CL2 for abduction and lines AC1, AC3, AC5, AC7, CL1 − 3 for
flexion), the moment arm curves fell outside of the envelope. Fortunately, the error remained within
ranges that have previously been considered tolerable, [5, 11, 47]. Moreover, some muscle lines of
action (lines CL1, CL3, SC1 for abduction and lines SC1, SC2 for flexion) show absolutely different
values of moment arms with opposite curve trend. Nevertheless, this corresponds with the process
of muscle elongation.
Figure 9.6: Muscle moment arms during the humeral abduction compared to the corridors based
on literature [32, 50, 60, 62, 73, 74, 76, 110]. The joint angles are given for fixed scapula.
Figure 9.7: Muscle moment arms during the humeral forward flexion compared to the corridors
based on literature [32, 39, 60, 98]. The joint angles are given for fixed scapula.
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9.4 Initial Sensitivity Analysis
The initial sensitivity analysis was performed to find out how sensitive an output is to the changes
in an input while keeping the other inputs without any changes. In other words, this method tells
the model user how depends the output on each individual input. So, that helps to assess the risks.
The input parameters were little bit changed. For each of them, 50 different random values in range
of ± 0.1 - 5% of original value was considered. The following changes were tested subsequently:
• mass - the mass of the whole upper arm was changed.
• positions of muscle insertions - the local positions of muscle insertions fixed to the humerus
were changed in the direction of Z axis in the local coordinate system, see Fig. 8.2.
• ellipse dimension - the semi-major and semi-minor axes of elliptical base of cylinder represen-
ting the upper arm segment were changed. Thank that, the mass moments inertia were also
changed.
• toruses position - the local positions of torus obstacles given in coordinate system of humerus,
see Fig. 8.2, was also changed in the direction of Z axis.
For instance, one resulting comparison of muscle forces calculated with 50 different input positions of
muscle insertion are depicted in Fig. 9.8, for the case of humeral abduction, muscle forces generated
in line AC1. The results show that these changes do not cause such a big differences in outputs,
i.e. muscle forces. The outputs increase or decrease is absolutely smooth, no local peaks appear, no
step response of the shoulder model to the input changes shown. The effects of the input changes
Figure 9.8: Initial sensitivity analysis.
to the outputs are summarized in Tab. 9.3, where 50 different values of 4 different input parameters
are subsequently considered. The results confirm that chosen input parameters (mass, positions of
muscle insertions, positions of torus obstacles and the mass distribution) have significant influence
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on the output results. Therefore, the correct estimation of these data are essential for right use of
the model.
Table 9.3: The internal sensitivity analysis. 4 input parameters changed - the mass, the positions
of muscle insertions, the dimensions of ellipse representing the upper arm segment, the positions
of toruses. For each that case, 50 different random values in range of ± 0.1 - 5% of original value
considered. The results expressed as a percentage of change. In some cases (CL1, CL3, SC1 and
SC2), no significant changed found (changes in thousandth of percent) - represented by expression
NS (nonsignificant).
muscle ID changed input parameter
mass insertion position ellipse dim. torus position
mean[%] SD[%] mean[%] SD[%] mean[%] SD[%] mean[%] SD[%]
AC1 2.70 0.09 0.44 0.04 4.09 0.88 4.36 0.60
AC2 3.80 0.53 1.85 0.01 3.85 0.66 4.28 0.40
AC3 2.90 0.14 0.63 0.01 4.93 0.86 3.99 0.31
AC4 3.80 0.51 1.91 0.06 3.89 0.67 4.39 0.38
AC5 2.70 0.16 0.63 0.18 4.87 0.86 4.52 0.64
AC6 4.80 0.84 2.79 0.01 3.55 0.60 4.29 0.02
AC7 3.20 0.32 1.30 0.04 4.39 0.74 4.35 0.48
CL1 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
CL2 3.90 0.61 1.99 0.07 3.72 0.67 3.41 0.19
CL3 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
SC1 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
SC2 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
9.5 EMG-Force Comparison
The surface EMG was measured for the deltoid muscle during the shoulder abduction and forward
flexion. The raw signal was filtered, rectified (the absolute values were calculated), smoothed and
the root mean square method was in addition used. After that, the averaged modified EMG patterns
were normalized to the maximal EMG recorded for individual signal. These results were compared
with the muscle forces calculated by the model and also normalized by the maximal muscle forces
of given muscle line.
The EMG signal can only be used for qualitative validation of the model. Particularly, the on/off
EMG patterns during humeral abduction and forward flexion as well as the trend of curves shoulder
correspond with the force calculation. The results show that the forces of acromial part in abduction
and flexion corresponds well with EMG. The same situation is also for clavicular part for flexion.
However, the clavicular part has the comparable EMG and force pattern till 70◦. The other muscle
lines have different EMG and force patterns. The final results are shown in Fig. 9.9, 9.10 and 9.11.
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Figure 9.9: The comparison of EMG and force patterns during humeral abduction (left picture)
and forward flexion (right picture) of the deltoid acromial part.
Figure 9.10: The comparison of EMG and force patterns during humeral abduction (left picture)
and forward flexion (right picture) of the deltoid clavicular part.
Figure 9.11: The comparison of EMG and force patterns during humeral abduction (left picture)
and forward flexion (right picture) of the deltoid scapular part.
For the case of insignificant muscle forces, such as CL1, CL3 and SC1 for abduction, the comparison
was not presented.
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9.6 AMS Shoulder Models
The comparison of three musculoskeletal shoulder models was performed. The following models were
considered: (1) the presented model developed by new torus-obstacle method and built in MATLAB,
(2) the model built in AMS and using the via-point method, available free in repository of AMS and
(3) the AMS model using the standard obstacle-set method, the modified AMS model. The resulting
muscle forces and actual muscle lengths during the humeral abduction till 90◦ were compared, see
Fig. 9.12 and 9.13.
Figure 9.12: The comparison of muscle forces computed by model considering the new torus-
obstacle method (blue lines) with the results from AMS models using the via-points and the obstacle-
set method (gray corridors). From left: the acromial, the clavicular and the scapular part, respec-
tively.
Figure 9.13: The comparison of actual muscle lengths computed by model considering the new
torus-obstacle method (blue lines) with the results from AMS models using the via-points and the
obstacle-set method (gray corridors). From left: the acromial, the clavicular and the scapular part,
respectively.
The results show that the muscle forces generated in acromial part are comparable. The maximal
muscle forces achieved at the end of abduction are similar. However, the increase of muscle forces
in AMS models are significantly faster. The maximal forces in clavicular part are almost the same
for AMS and presented models. Nevertheless, in the case of presented model, the maximal muscle
forces are generated at the end of abduction while in the other cases, the maximals are shown at
the beginning. The maximal forces produced by scapular muscle part are significantly higher for
AMS models compared with the presented model. The actual muscle length shown in presented
model and AMS models are well comparable.
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The shoulder mechanism represents very complex system with huge range of motion. Even if a model
simulates a simplification of the reality, the model still remains very complicated. In the shoulder
complex modeling, the existing methods for muscle path definition cease to be sufficient. They are
not useful for all arbitrary movements, they cannot provide the real muscle shapes, etc. Therefore,
the new torus-obstacle method was developed in this work to limit the lacks of existing methods.
This algorithm adopts the main advantages of two already presented methods. It holds the muscle
lines in given position as defined in via-points method [27, 84, 104] and it maintains the real muscle
trajectory as supposed in obstacle-set method [37].
The method assumes that the muscle complex is represented by frictionless elastic bands having the
same forces along the whole line. The neighboring structures are replaced by rigid torus having the
distance from the center of the tube to the center of the torus equal to the radius of tube. The muscle
has than prescribed path going straightly from origin perpendicularly to the torus surface, wrapping
over the torus and intersecting the torus center, going perpendicularly from torus straightly to the
muscle insertion. The geometry and the position of torus obstacles are automatically calculated
respecting the MRI data and the actual joint position. The method considers the simplified muscle
bulging up as well as changes of positions of underneath muscles. According to the research of
corresponding studies, similar method including such a complex and automatic tools has never been
presented. The torus-obstacle method has a lot of advantages. The main of them are summarized
below:
• the muscle shape comparable with real anatomy The condition of muscle wrapping around the
torus obstacle ensures the smooth curve of muscle path. Moreover, the center intersection
guarantees the holding of muscle in correct position. Thanks that, the excessive muscle sliding
over the obstacles, as founded in few studies [37, 38], is eliminated.
• suitable for all arbitrary joint movements The position, rotation as well as geometry of indi-
vidual torus obstacles are recalculated for each joint position. In addition, the muscle lines are
hold by torus to avoid the falling down while still keeping the real muscle path.
• muscle bulging up considered During the muscle contraction, the muscles change their shapes
to save the volume. This process is significant and should not be neglected in the muscle path
modeling [115]. Simplified muscle bulging up is also considered depending on actual muscle
length.
• automatic recalculation of model geometry The positions of muscle attachments are automatic
calculated respecting the muscle lines number set by user. This process is based on surfaces
of muscle attachments originated from MRI and on the k-means method. Therefore, the user
does not need to use the long list of input parameters such as expected in many studies [110]
to add some other muscle line. The next advantage of this method is that the positions of
muscle attachments and torus are defined in 3D.
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• fast computational performance and hight flexibility As already noted in this work, the inter-
connectivity between lines when modeling the path of broad muscles is important [110]. This
is represented very well using the finite element method [11, 58]. In fact, the computation time
to solve e.g. the muscle forces during the humeral abduction is on the order of tens of minutes
to hours. In contrast, the computation time for the same task using the torus-obstacle method
is less than 10 seconds.
Presented algorithm offers also great flexibility. Theoretically, this method could be used for
any number of muscle bands and for any kind of skeletal muscle.
The case of study was also to build the simplified shoulder model in MATLAB including the deltoid
muscle. For the purpose of this work, the clavicle and the scapula were fixed. The complex of deltoid
muscle was modeled by 12 lines of action (7 for acromial, 3 for clavicular and 2 of scapular part).
Thanks that, the new torus-obstacle method was shown in practice. Thereafter, the abduction and
the forward flexion till 90◦ were simulated to calculate the muscle forces, the actual muscle length
and the muscle moment arm generated during these movements. The angle limitation was caused
by the fact that the scapula movements were neglected.
Any model is as good as its validation [96]. Therefore, this model was also compared to the MRI
data, literature and other shoulder models developed in AMS. One general problem of validation
of musculoskeletal models is that the computed muscle forces cannot be measured directly. Only
the qualitative comparison could be done. One method of accessing the individual contribution of
muscles is to compare predicted forces with EMG signal. However, this comparison is influenced
by the dependence of EMG on the muscle length [43]. To eliminate that, the EMG data were
normalized to the maximal measured value and compared to the muscle forces normalized to the
maximal calculated force. Just the trend validation was performed. The final results of method and
model validation are discussed following in more details:
• muscle path The muscle trajectory for 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ were shown and thus, their real shapes
were proved. The results were validated using the deltoid muscle contour based on MRI in the
maximal considered abduction/flexion.
• positions of muscle attachments The positions of muscle attachments were compared to liter-
ature [66, 87]. The values were similar.
• muscle forces For the humeral abduction, the AC muscle part was found to be the main
actuator. The CL part produces much lower activity (almost one tenth) and moreover, the
SC part generates almost no activity. The maximal AC forces are achieved at the end of
movement, almost 50N . From ca. 50◦ of abduction, the muscle forces increase significantly
faster. Firstly, the results were validated using the literature describing the similar models
namely [2, 67, 96, 98, 110]. The muscle forces generated in AC and CL part were well
comparable. However, the SC part is different. While the corridors indicate the force increase,
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the presented work shows the decrease of values. Nevertheless, it still meets the limits of
corridor.
In the case of humeral forward flexion, the main actuator is naturally the CL muscle part and
also two lines of AC part - AC4 and AC6. The CL part reaches the maximal forces at 83.6◦ of
flexion, almost 44N , and the AC part at the end of movement, almost 44N . Only the values
of maximal muscle forces were compared with the study [96]. The AC part has the similar
results. The CL part generates three times bigger forces compared with the study. On the
contrary, the SC part of this work has negligible forces instead of the high values from [96]
almost 60N .
• muscle length The muscle lengths are based by the position of attachments given by MRI and
by the parameters of torus obstacles. The muscle lengths in original rest position of the upper
arm were validated using the literature such as [16, 32, 61, 98]. Respecting the given subject,
the validation was successful.
• muscle moment arm The clinically-useful definition for muscle moment arm calculation was
used as published in [3, 5]. In general, the muscle moment arms computed in this study shown
significantly slower increase in comparison with the conclusions of literature [32, 60, 76]. The
biggest differences were founded for lines CL1, CL3, SC2 of abduction and SC1, SC2 for
flexion. In these cases, the calculated moment arms decrease caused by the muscle elongation,
while in mentioned literature, these values increase significantly.
• initial sensitive analysis Four input parameters of presented shoulder model were changed
(mass of the upper limb, the position of muscle insertions, the dimensions of ellipse representing
the upper arm segment, the positions of torus) also to validate the model. For each change,
50 different random values in range of ± 0.1 - 5% of original value was considered. The results
shown that the changes of output parameters reach as well 5% at the maximum. The outputs
were smooth, without any local peaks and there were no step response.
• EMG comparison The normalized EMG signal and the normalized muscle forces were com-
pared. In the AC and CL part, the values were comparable. However, for the CL2 muscle
line of the abduction, the maximal muscle force was reached at 70◦ instead of 90◦ as measured.
Nevertheless, this are the tolerable differences as concluded in [5, 11].
The differences for SC part are more considerable. In this case, the processed EMG signal
starts at the zero, the output curve is smooth and the maximal value is shown at the end of
movement. In the presented study, the muscle forces get the step increase at the beginning
and the maximal values are shown at 30◦ and 80◦ of abduction and flexion, respectively.
• AMS shoulder models The abduction and forward flexion is also simulated using the AMS
shoulder models considering the via-point and obstacle-set method. The results shown that the
AC part in abduction have slower increase of muscle forces in comparison with AMS models. In
the CL part, the muscle forces reach the maximal values at about 80◦ of abduction. While the
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AMS models have the maximal values at the beginning. Nevertheless, the values of maximal
forces are quite the same. The actual muscle lengths of presented model and the AMS models
are similar.
In summary, the validation of major actuators of given movements was successful. The AC and
CL muscle parts were checked for humeral abduction and forward flexion till 90◦. Nonetheless, the
SC muscle part brought few problems. This could be caused by the new geometry based on the
individual subjected MRI. But, the presented results confirmed that some muscle lines of this part are
shortened during the movement and thus, calculated results are naturally expected. Fortunately, this
part contributes not so much to the mentioned movements (e.g. muscle force - 0.3N for abduction,
1 ·10−5N for flexion). So, there is no significant influence of results. Maybe, this should be the topic
for the next model improvements.
The next point is that few muscle lines where assign to the part according to the MRI slices (e.g.
AC5) but they correspond better with some other part (SC, respectively). This is caused by the
model geometry this line is too close to the second part.
Presented torus-obstacle method as well as modeled shoulder joint has some significant limits. The
first one is that the scaling has not yet be included. For now, the model is strictly based on the
subject dataset. The second one is that the position, rotation and the size of torus obstacles are
estimated by the author based on the shoulder geometry. However, that should be more tested,
discussed and alternatively modified. Up to now, this approach is considered to be the pilot. The
third limitation is that the model, as well as method, was validated only for two simple movements
humeral abduction and forward flexion. This was caused by three main facts (1) the new torus-
obstacle method was validated and implemented for the first time and thus, it was necessary to start
the testing with the simply movements; (2) the scapula and the clavicle were fixed and therefore, the
motion was limited; (3) the effort was to compare the results with as many studies as possible, most
of comparable studies are focused exactly on these two movements. Nevertheless, the validation
should be extended at least, the backward flexion should be tested. Right in this movement, the
SC deltoid muscle part, causing the problems in this study, represents the main actuator. Thanks
that, this muscle part could be precisely tested. The final limitation is that the model is not prepared
for motion capture data and that the scapular and clavicular movements are still neglected. This
should be also improved.
Presented new torus-obstacle method designed for muscle path modeling in musculoskeletal models
seems to be useful tool. The future steps are (1) to extended the method validation for other
movements; (2) to use this method for next joints of human body; (3) to implement the method
into some full body model that was already developed (e.g. AMS models); (4) and then to use
that in practice for example to simulate some orthopaedic injuries or diseases, to optimize the
rehabilitation, to help with diagnoses, and many others.
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